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“Does my software do what I want it to do?” This problem has held computer
scientists’ attention for decades. Including the brute force method of running your
system under simulated load over and over; functional testing, in which each func-
tion provided by the system is tested at least once; coverage testing, which entails
executing every statement or branch choice at least once; various data-flow-based
methods; and mathematical verification using a calculus based on the constructs
of the program specification, conventional software validation techniques were de-
signed for sequential systems. In testing a sequential system, by controlling system
inputs from data sources and external systems, we can expect the program under
test (PUT) to behave deterministically, producing the same outcome each time when
run multiple times.
With the acceptance of parallel computing, the events of a computation are
not totally ordered or deterministic. Variance in load on the computation devices
in the system, and on the communication conduits between these devices can cause
computation events to be ordered differently with respect to one another in different
executions. When events are re-ordered, their dependencies can cause them to
behave nondeterministically.
1
1.2 Testing and Verification
There are several different approaches to validating the correctness of software sys-
tems. The most straightforward approach is simply to run the system, attempt to
make it do everything for which it was designed, and observe the results to see if
they are as expected. This approach is generally referred to as testing [71]. When
testing, we hope to be able to observe bad behavior to discover the existence of
errors in the software wherever they exist. When testing succeeds in finding a path
through the software that exhibits bad behavior, the next step is to determine the
nature of the error so that it can be corrected. The process of doing so is usually
referred to as debugging [71]. While debugging, one generally runs the software
through the path in which the software behaves badly in slow motion: stopping
and starting execution, and querying the debugger about the system’s state at each
stopping point. By narrowing the search during successive executions, it is generally
possible to discover the nature of the error.
Another approach to validating a software system is to attempt to prove
its correctness either by using a calculus to construct theorems about the system’s
behavior, or by systematically exploring the system’s “potential behaviors” and
verifying certain properties with predicate detection algorithms. In either approach,
one generally uses a specification language to express properties that the system
either must satisfy in all executions or should not satisfy in any execution.
The former verification approach is called theorem proving ([25, 62, 81, 45,
53]), and the latter is called model checking ([17, 88, 59, 18]). They are both software
verification methods. Researchers have discovered that it generally helps to divide
the properties of interest into two groups: safety and liveness properties. A safety
property is used to express the possibility that the system takes a step in the wrong
direction, or makes a bad decision or calculation. Typically, one uses the negation
of such an expression as a safety property, and then attempts to verify that the
system satisfies the safety property. A liveness property is used to verify that the
system does not stall. Since the system can satisfy safety properties by simply doing
nothing, we need a method to ensure that it makes progress.
Liveness properties are of the form: “the system eventually succeeds at com-
pleting task A” or “upon reaching state σ, the system will reach state σ′”. Here,
the term eventually represents the property that something will occur within a finite
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(but unbounded) amount of time. For some applications, liveness properties can be
specified using a language that bounds the amount of time, or the number of steps
the system can take before making progress.
The prospect of proving that the system does what you want is an attractive
one. Unfortunately, it is a difficult problem in general. Expressing the property
“Does the system do what I want?” is sometimes impossible, when the phrase “what
I want?” is either not completely understood or too complicated or unstructured
to express with a specification language. After verifying that the system meets
the specifications given, there is no way to actually verify that the specification is
complete or correct with respect to what will be truly expected of the system in
unanticipated scenarios.
Theorem proving typically requires manual proofs by skilled individuals with
strong analytical abilities. Automatic theorem provers can help in the task, but still
require interaction from the same skilled human theorem provers.
Regarding model checking, the straightforward approach of searching all pos-
sible execution paths through a software system can yield verification run times that
are either immense or infinite. I discuss this problem, known as the state explosion
problem, in chapter 2.
1.3 Concurrent Systems
The difficulty inherent in testing and debugging concurrent systems is that the
system does not yield the same behavior during multiple executions. Race conditions
cause different behavior to be realized during each execution, so one cannot expect
to uncover errors by supplying a set of inputs only once, nor reproduce a previously
detected error simply by supplying the same inputs.
An approach to allow debugging to proceed is to record the outcome of race
conditions during the first execution (in which software testing identified the pres-
ence of an error), and control the outcome of these race conditions during subsequent
executions to ensure reproducibility [37, 93, 76, 75]. If re-execution from the sys-
tem’s initial state is prohibitively costly, research has been done on the process of
taking checkpoints, or snapshots of a system, from which the entire system’s state
can be restored and execution resumed from this point [5, 13, 50, 77, 91, 29].
Checkpoints and re-execution can also be employed to explore the effects of
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race conditions in testing [96, 69, 38]. I use this approach to test a restricted class
of distributed systems in the work described in Chapter 3.
Whether testing, debugging, or verifying concurrent software, modeling the
system as a partial order of events can avoid some of the state space explosion that
results from the interleaving of independent events. Lamport [57] first introduced
the happened-before relation for expressing this partial order, and Fidge and Mattern
independently discovered an efficient structure for holding the partial order [32, 63].
1.4 Overview
In the remaining chapters, I present methods and algorithms for validating concur-
rent software systems. In each chapter, I define a notion of correct behavior for the
PUT that precludes certain types of nondeterministic behavior. In each case, cor-
rect behavior is expressed as a set of properties that allow load balancing on system
resources, while at the same time constraining the nature of nondeterministic events
to make testing or verifying the system a more realizable goal.
In chapter 3, my distributed system model is a set of communicating sequen-
tial processes [45], as is used to create concurrent programs in the MPI and PVM
cluster programming environments. Processes explicitly address and pass messages
to one another to communicate, and recv events block, causing synchronization
between the sender and the receiver. For a given set of external input values, a
process in a correct system is expected to send and receive the same messages in
any execution, regardless of the order in which it receives racing messages. This con-
straint allows design using scatter-gather communication patterns, and unrestrained
communication in which no races occur.
The testing algorithms defined in chapter 3 systematically re-order racing
messages, searching for a feasible execution in which the PUT either creates exter-
nally visible outcomes that do not match expected behavior, or variant message-
passing behavior.
Chapters 4 through 7 use a concurrent systems model that is event-based.
Rather than having a process that explicitly executes a recv statement, an un-
derlying system automatically invokes a function when its input messages become
available.
With communicating sequential processes, unrelated events are artificially
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ordered if they happen to occur on the same process. This is necessary, because
if errors exist in the control flow logic of a process, it might misinterpret messages
received in an unanticipated order. Detecting this condition requires analysis of the
control-flow logic in the process’s specification, which is typically expressed with a
Turing-complete language.
In my event-based model, if it is possible for a message to be consumed by
a different event (and hence interpreted differently), that fact is externally visible,
without the need to analyze the Turing-complete language used in the function
specifications. So unrelated events can be re-ordered without fear that the concur-
rent program will perform a different computation if, in another execution, racing
messages are created or consumed in a different order. As a result, additional load
balancing can occur between different threads of computation without incurring race
conditions that must be judged as harmful by an automated validation system.
I hypothesize that there exists an interesting class of systems that, when
implemented correctly, require the use only of these innocuous load-balancing race
conditions (chapters 4 and 5). And the concurrency model I use enables an auto-
mated detection system to identify them as innocuous, and consequently declare
a PUT to be deterministic. In chapters 6 and 7, I introduce a notion of localized
nondeterminism, and describe detection algorithms for verifying that a PUT with




In this chapter, I discuss the state of related research using the three software valida-
tion techniques discussed in Chapter 1: software testing, debugging, and verification.
2.1 Testing
In its most basic form, software testing involves running the program under test
(PUT) over and over, supplying different inputs, and observing to see if it produces
expected results. The “expected results” can take the form of a formal specification,
or it can be something that is understood to be verified by an oracle. If we could run
the PUT in every possible way it can run (i.e., with every feasible set of inputs and
input values) and verify that it produces correct results in each case, we could achieve
certainty that it is correct. In general, however, the set of all possible executions of
which the system is capable can be prohibitively large and often infinite.
Various heuristics-based methods have been researched that are designed to
identify a set of execution runs that explore all the “important differences” between
the possible executions. Each such method identifies a set of executions called a test
set. I will group software testing approaches into two categories: white box testing,
and black box testing.
White box testing
The term white box testing is used to describe an approach where the implementation
text of the PUT is used to determine the test set. It generally takes the form of a
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case-based analysis of the text. For example, the PUT might take this path or that
path, and to test the two possibilities you run the program twice, trying each path
once.
Popular forms of white box testing include methods that attempt to:
• execute every statement in the PUT at least once
• execute every branch of an if-then-else statement or loop
• execute paths through the PUT, attempting to approach the fault detection
effectiveness of executing every possible path
It is almost never possible to execute every path through a PUT, or even some
single structural elements of the PUT. The reason is that to test every possible path
through a loop structure, it is necessary to run a separate test for every different
number of iterations the loop might make in a feasible execution. When testing
a larger portion as a unit, loops can multiply (whether nested or not), causing
the number of test cases required to grow exponentially in the number of loops
whose control predicates are sufficiently independent. A common approach taken
to approximate path coverage over loops is to test the boundary conditions, such as
0, 1, and many iterations through the loop [78].
Another selection technique, described in [48], chapter 5, is to examine the
data flow relationships between the statements in the PUT. Then, if statement s
defines a value for some variable x used later by s′, make sure to include a test run
that traverses s and then s′ where this relationship is realized. This concept can be
extended to exploring chains of data flow relationships as well.
Another testing methodology that can be used as a complement to the cov-
erage testing described above is called mutation testing [24]. Mutation implementa-
tions are created that vary slightly from the PUT, and the effectiveness of the test
set generated using other means (such as coverage testing) is evaluated based on
whether it can kill all the mutant implementations. In order to kill a mutant, a test
case must cause the mutant implementation to produce a different outcome from
that produced by the real one. If one or more mutants have not been killed, more
tests are needed.
In [16], the author proposes a test set based on the finite state machine (FSM)
implementation of a system that has been specified only informally. If the imple-
mentation contains n states, the tester hypothesizes that the correct implementation
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of the desired system contains no more than m states, where m > n. Using an oracle
to verify the input/output sequences of the implementation, the test set calculated
ensures that the implementation is correct if the tester’s estimate of the size of a
correct implementation was accurate. In [60], the authors improve the size of the
test set slightly, and extend its use to testing nondeterministic FSMs1.
Black box testing
Using black box testing [9], which is sometimes called functional testing or specification-
based testing, the test set is both designed for and verified against a specification,
such as a finite state machine (FSM) or a specification language. The goals are often
similar to those for white box testing: cover the events, logical branches, and paths
in the specification for the PUT. In his book, Beizer discusses these approaches, as
well as data flow-based testing, transaction-flow testing for exploring the effects of
race conditions in high-level system testing, and a specialized approach for systems
specified using a FSM that achieves link coverage in the FSM graph. His approaches
are based on heuristics and knowledge gained through practice.
The approach for testing FSM-specified systems in [4, 92] is slightly more
rigorous. These authors define the notion of a unique input/output sequence (UIO)
for each state in the specification. If the PUT is in state σ, and the UIO for state σ is
performed, the specification FSM will respond with a different set of output symbols
than it would were it in any other state. The testing approach then becomes: for each
state in the specification, supply a sequence of inputs required to reach that state,
and then apply the UIO for that state to ensure that the implementation reached
the state we expected, and that it responds the same as does the specification. The
UIO is not guaranteed to be unique for each state in the implementation, so the
approach is still heuristic in nature.
Another branch of FSM-specified system testing research is represented by
[30]. In this work, they provide an automated algorithm for creating test cases
designed to test a given use case of the system. The test case, which is a FSM to
be covered using methods like those described in [9], is created from a test purpose
that represents the use case, and from the specification FSM.
The research described in [12] uses an approach validates a specification
1The approach for covering the possible outcomes of nondeterministic state transition is through
ad-hoc repetition.
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composed of temporal logic formulas. In this sense, it is similar to model checking,
but they use brute-force repetition, rather than state space reduction or reachability
analysis, to determine whether properties like always P, sometimes P, and eventually
P are satisfied or violated.
A different approach to black box testing is taken by some researchers, in
which the possible values of inputs to a system are partitioned, and representatives
chosen from each partition for inclusion in a test run [80, 102, 103]. Using this tech-
nique, parameters and environment conditions are identified for each individually
tested functional unit that affect the function’s behavior. They are categorized to
identify the significant choices that should be selected in test runs. And dependence
between inputs is analyzed to determine the constraints that choices for one input
has on the feasible choices for others. Finally, a test suite is designed, ideally to
cover all categories for all inputs.
2.2 Debugging
Once the presence of an error has been detected, debugging is the process of de-
termining the nature of the error [2, 1, 3]. For sequential systems, one can simply
run the PUT for a failed test case in an environment that allows extra control and
monitoring. Typically, one sets one or more breakpoints either near the section of
code that is suspected to contain the error, or before all candidate sections. The
PUT then executes up to the point where it reaches the breakpoint that was set,
and then stops, allowing one to examine the internal state of the system and step it
forward in a controlled fashion, monitoring state changes in the process. Sometimes
it is advantageous to narrow the search by setting multiple breakpoints designed to
partition the execution in order to determine which partition contains the error. On
a subsequent execution, breakpoints need only be set within the partition that was
identified during the previous execution.
2.3 Verification
As discussed in section 1.2, software verification is the technique of using a proof
system or model checking to mathematically verify that a software implementation
meets its specification. The goal is to show with finality that the system is correct,
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instead of merely indicating so as is done with software testing. Whereas software
testing typically can only prove that errors exist, verification can be used to prove
that they do not exist.
Using model checking, temporal logic is a useful means of system specification
that lends itself to verification [26, 18, 85, 7, 61, 101]. By modeling a system with
a state graph or Kripke structure, it is possible to verify or disprove safety and
liveness properties specified in one of several forms of temporal logic (e.g., PLTL,
CTL, CTL*, Mu-calculus). The approach entails a search of the paths through
the model. During the search, investigation along a given prefix path pre can be
terminated whenever one of the following two conditions is reached:
• all fullpaths with prefix pre satisfy the temporal logic property that is the
subject of the search
• no fullpath with prefix pre can satisfy the temporal logic property in question
Researchers in this area have been attempting to overcome a state explosion
that occurs when building the model for large or concurrent systems. One approach
to the problem is to apply reduction techniques, such as reduction by symmetry
(either general symmetry or for a given temporal logic formula) [19, 27, 49], and par-
tial order reduction [57, 64, 86, 104]. Another approach is symbolic model checking
[10, 66] in which the state space is represented more concisely using Binary Decision
Diagrams (BDD). The result, if successful, is that the search space is reduced, and
larger systems can be verified.
When validating concurrent systems, partial order reduction can help sig-
nificantly in reducing the state space that results from many different interleavings
of independent events. To explore the possible behaviors of the system, it can be
sufficient to check at least one interleaving sequence of events from each class of
logically equivalent executions (depending upon the temporal logic formula being
verified). An equivalence class is called a trace [64].
Partial order reduction in model checking first appeared in [97, 98] and in-
dependently in [39, 42], and continued in [99, 100, 41, 83, 46, 84]. A summary
publication on the subject compares the methods in these papers [40]. At each
state in a search through the execution state space one identifies a persistent set of
events. A persistent set T satisfies the property that for any path that does not
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contain events in T , the events in the path are all independent with those in T . Con-
sidering only events from T at each step in the search is sufficient to guarantee that
the reduced state space contains at least one representative interleaving sequence
for each trace [40, 83].
While early results only addressed systems with finite traces, McMillan in-
troduced the use of cutoff events to construct a finite trace cover for a system with
infinite traces [65]. Their work uses net unfoldings of petri nets. A net unfolding
represents distinct firings of the same transition as separate transitions in the un-
folding. Its structure corresponds to the partial order between events in the system’s
traces, and a cutoff event is one that creates a marking on the original petri net
that is reachable with a shorter trace through the unfolding.
Recent work on identifying more general forms of predicates that are effi-
ciently detectable using partial order reduction appears in [51, 52]. In addition to
continuing the search for classes of predicates that are efficiently detectable, Kashyap
and Garg improve the effectiveness of reduction when applied to distributed systems
by exploiting the properties of a predicate under analysis with respect to the sys-
tem’s processes. When constructing a persistent set of events that must be explored
at each recursive step, they exploit the nature of the distributed system to effi-
ciently eliminate cutoff events in every cutoff process. Events from a cutoff process
are labeled ineligible with respect to the current trace.
A related area of research concerns predicate detection in a single trace of a
concurrent system. Among other uses, this form of detection can be used to detect
when a live system has taken a misstep, or to detect the existence of a global system
state during debugging [20, 36, 35, 14, 95]. If the system is designed to behave
deterministically, single-trace detection can be used to determine whether it truly
is deterministic [47, 21, 23, 22, 72]. I employ this strategy in chapters 4 and 5.
For a single computation, Chandy and Lamport showed how to detect stable
predicates [13] in polynomial time. Chase and Garg [14] proved that the problem
is NP-complete for general predicates, but identified other classes of predicates,
such as linear predicates, and an algorithm for detecting them in polynomial time.
Mittal and Garg [68] defined a slice of a computation. For a given partial-order
computation, and predicate Φ, the slice is the smallest computation containing all
consistent cuts for which Φ is satisfied. The reduction to this subcomputation can
result in an exponential improvement in time and space when performing predicate
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detection over the slice rather than the complete computation. Mittal and Garg
identify a class of predicates called regular predicates for which the slice contains
exclusively consistent cuts in which the predicate is satisfied, and show how to
compute the slice for regular predicates as well as other classes of predicates, such
as linear, post-linear, and co-regular predicates. And for a predicate composed of
conjunctive (∧) and disjunctive (∨) operations on predicates in these classes, they
show how to compute an approximate slice.
Another area that includes software verification research is petri nets [70, 90].
Properties that can be verified when the qualities of a system are specified using
petri nets include:
reachability e.g., is a given marking reachable?
safeness can the number of tokens on a place exceed 1
boundedness can the number of tokens on a place exceed k or grow
indefinitely?
liveness can a transition be fired? Can deadlock be reached?
persistence for two transitions, does firing one disable another?
synchronic distance dependency analysis – how many times can t fire
between firings of t′
fairness t can only fire a bounded number of times before t′ fires
repetitiveness exists a sequence in which every transition occurs in-
finitely often
controllability any M ′ is reachable from any M
Analysis techniques include simulation of execution (similar to model checking),
various forms of structural analysis, and graph reduction.
The research I present in chapters 4 through 7 is closely related to partial-
order reductions for model checking and the single computation predicate checking
research described above. In fact, my approach to exploring the effects of localized
nondeterminism in chapter 7 uses the partial-order methods to reduce the searched
state space.
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The goal in these chapters is more restricted than those in the related re-
search. I use a model that is more amenable to discounting race conditions as sources
of nondeterminism. Race conditions that are simply a re-ordering of independent
events are easier to detect, and therefore load balancing is allowed without incurring
an uncertainty in the outcome. Given this ability, I then postulate that there is an
interesting class of systems that can be designed either without the need for true
nondeterminism (chapters 4 and 5) or with the need only for localized nondetermin-
ism (chapters 6 and 7).
When localized nondeterminism exists, I identify a process for determining
the “states” at which disparate traces converge, such that their suffixes are equiva-
lent sub-traces. The process exploits the partial order between events in the system
to identify a boundary that delimits the nondeterministic behavior. The boundary
is a cut across the partial order, such that local states below (i.e., after) the bound-
ary are converged local states. As with partial-order reduction in model checking, I
avoid the need to enumerate all the possible states the system might reach (due to






Finding bugs in a program is always difficult. Much research has been devoted to
testing and debugging of sequential programs [1, 3, 2, 29, 82]. Generally, an error
in a program can start a chain reaction of unexpected events that is only noticeable
externally much later. Detecting such anomalies usually involves running the pro-
gram in a debugger, which allows one to view the internal state of the program, and
step it forward in a controlled fashion. The process used to locate the bug usually
involves running the program over and over, learning more and narrowing the search
each time, until the mistake is finally found.
Since a typical execution of the program does not generally use all features
of an application or provide all extremes or different types of input values, software
testing is often used in an attempt to find more obscure bugs (e.g., divide by zero
when the equation for the divisor rarely evaluates to 0). Using a test suite of inputs,
the program is run a number of times, checking program trace data and outputs
against expected values.
In a distributed computation, the problem is much worse. The inputs in
most sequential programs are controllable by the programmer. It is possible to
force a sequential program to run exactly the same each time. Concurrent programs
introduce the difficulty of race conditions. Consider a receive event on a process in a
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distributed computation at which more than one message is a candidate for delivery.
A non-deterministic choice is made by the program when it chooses to receive one
of these messages. This choice may affect data in future messages, or it may affect
the control flow and consequently which messages are sent by this process in the
future.
A bug observed during one execution run, may not have any effect on the
computation in a subsequent run. This type of non-deterministic behavior makes
software testing more difficult. Checking the results of the test is no longer simply
a task of matching outputs with expected results, because the program’s trace data
varies from one execution to the next.
Most distributed debugging research has focused on either visualization [8,
43, 56, 89], or allowing the programmer to control execution or re-execution [31, 43,
93], or presenting dependence analysis information [15]. Methods for reproducing a
distributed computation using trace and replay mechanisms are well known [37, 58,
74]. In [72], given information from the programmer that specifies which message
races in a program are intentional, the authors show an approach for reporting the
first unintentional non-determinism in a message-passing program.
In Sections 3.6 and 3.7, we attempt to automatically search the program
execution space, looking for bugs of a type more familiar to a typical programmer.
By re-executing the program and imposing a strictly different message ordering, we
attempt to force bugs in a distributed program to cause anomalies.
The brute force method of exploring all possible executions of a distributed
computation has been effectively argued to be intractable [11, 73]. Thus, we would
like to find a method to explore a smaller set of possible executions that somehow
captures important characteristics of all (or many) executions in the complete set.
Our current approach is applicable to distributed programs whose semantics
dictate a fixed message set (See Section 3.4.1). We believe that certain types of
distributed applications meet these requirements (e.g. loosely synchronous, divide-
and-conquer-style programs). Additionally, we believe that the theory will be ex-
tendable in future work to more general types of distributed programs. We attempt
to reverse pairs of messages that raced during the original test run. The algorithm
presented in Section 3.6 produces an optimal single test run. In other words, it
creates a single test run that reverses as many pairs of racing messages as possible.
The algorithm requires O(k2) execution time when run on a process that passes k
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messages in a single execution run. It can be run in parallel on all processes in the
system.
In Section 3.7, we present an algorithm for calculating a minimal set of test
runs to reverse all message pairs. The number of test runs required to achieve this
100% coverage can be determined after the first test run.
3.2 Model
In this section we present our model of a distributed computation, and provide a
few definitions and notational conventions.
3.2.1 Processes and Distributed Systems
In this thesis, we model a process as a program that performs Turing-style compu-
tations. It can output part of its local state by sending a message to another process
in the system, and it can receive a message from another process as input. A dis-
tributed system is a set of processes that communicate with one another by sending
and receiving messages to and from one another as they perform computations. A
process is represented with the symbol P , and we use subscripts when we need to
refer to more than one process at a time.
3.2.2 Test Runs
An execution run on a single process is modeled as a sequence of events. Each event
is either a receive event, at which the process delivers a message from some other
process in the system; a send event, at which the process sends a message to another
process; or an internal event, at which the process’s local state changes. We use the
symbol T to represent such a sequence, with subscripts if needed. Hereafter, we
refer to a sequence T on a single process as a test run. A test run must have an
initial state (i.e., any prefix is finite).
Given a test run T , if Tpre is a prefix of T , then Tpre ≤ T (or Tpre < T if
it is a strict prefix). More generally, we call any sequence contained in T a sub-
computation of T .
We assume that the program that creates a test run is piece-wise determin-
istic. In other words, the order in which messages are delivered by receive events in
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the process is its only element of non-determinism. If the program is run twice, and
it delivers the same messages in the same sequence, then it will undergo the same
state changes, send the same messages, and attempt to receive the same messages.
A distributed computation has an initial state and a final state. The initial
state is composed of all processes’ initial states, and the final state is reached when
all processes have terminated. The algorithms presented in this chapter are di-
rectly applicable to real-world distributed computations that exhibit this behavior,
but they can also be applied to sub-computations of a non-terminating distributed
computation.
3.2.3 Relations
Given two events e1 and e2 from test run T , e1 ≺T e2 indicates that e1 was executed
before e2, and e1 4T e2 indicates that they might also be the same event. Since
T is a sequential execution on a single process, ≺T imposes total ordering over the
events in T . When T is clear from the context, ≺T , pronounced “precedes”, can
be represented simply by the symbol ≺. As in Lamport [57], there exists a partial
order, →, between events in a distributed computation. For any two events, e and
e′, e → e′ iff:
1. e ≺T e′, where T is a test run on a given process, or
2. e is a send event, at which message m is sent; and e′ is a receive event, at
which m is delivered, or
3. 〈∃e′′ :: e → e′′ ∧ e′′ → e′〉
As discussed in Lamport’s paper, this “happens before” relation is also tran-
sitive and anti-reflexive. When e → e′, we also say that e′ causally follows e. If
e 6→ e′ and e′ 6→ e, then the two events are concurrent and may occur in either order
during a given test run.
3.2.4 Notational Conventions
When a message has been sent, we say it is available. When a message is actually
passed to an application process by completion of a msg recv( ) call, we say that it
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is delivered . Our testing algorithms predetermine which message to deliver to each
msg recv( ) call by the application.
As mentioned earlier, processes in the system will be represented with the
symbol P and a test run by T . A message passed during a distributed computation
will be represented by m, and send and receive events by s and r, respectively. In all
cases, if we need to refer to more than one at a time, we will use subscripts and/or
symbols like m′. In a test run, for a given message m, m.sT represents the send
event in T at which m is sent. m.rT represents the receive event in T at which m is
delivered. When the test run to which we are referring is clear, these events will be
abbreviated as m.s and m.r.
Another necessary distinction is between the original, non-deterministic test
run, and a controlled test run. In the original test run, each process’s behavior is
chosen non-deterministically, as processes are allowed to progress at their natural
speeds and deliver available messages in any arbitrary order. If we refer generically
to a test run on some process P by the symbol T , then the original test run will be
denoted To. The second type of test run is pre-planned by a testing algorithm, and
realized as a debugger/tester forces the underlying computation to deliver messages
in the planned order.
3.3 Race Sets
Both contributions in this thesis rely on the ability to determine which messages
received during a test run race with one another. In this section we group messages
into sets: one for each receive event in To. If two messages appear together in any
of these sets, they race.
Here we need to introduce the concept of a race set . r.raceset is the race
set for receive event r. It contains all messages that might have been available for
delivery immediately preceding the occurrence of event r during a given test run,
depending upon the relative speeds of the processes and communication channels.
First, we define the set r.avail of all messages that can exist before the occurrence
of r.
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Definition 3.3.1 Given T on process P and a receive event r on T , define r.avail
as follows:
r.avail , {m : (m is sent to P ) ∧ r 6→ m.s}
The expression (r 6→ m.s) can be evaluated efficiently using vector clocks
[32, 63].
Lemma 3.3.2 r.avail is increasing over the sequence of receive events in a test
run:
proof:
m ∈ r.avail ∧ r ≺ r′
⇒ { Definitions of r.avail and → }
r 6→ m.s ∧ r → r′ ∧ (m sent to P )
⇒ { → transitivity }
r′ 6→ m.s ∧ (m sent to P )
≡ { Definition of r.avail }
m ∈ r′.avail 

Next we define r.recvd as the set of messages delivered before event r in test
run T .
Definition 3.3.3 Given T on process P and a receive event r on T , define r.recvd
as follows:
r.recvd , {m : m.r ≺T r}
As represented in the next lemma, any message must be available before it
can be received.
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Lemma 3.3.4 r.recvd ⊆ r.avail
proof:
m ∈ r.recvd
≡ { Definition of r.recvd }
m.r ≺ r
≡ { m.s → m.r, definition of → }
m.s → r ∧ (m sent to P )
⇒ { → anti-reflexive }
r 6→ m.s ∧ (m sent to P )
≡ { Definition of r.avail }
m ∈ r.avail 

And finally, r.raceset is just r.avail minus the messages in r.recvd (i.e., any
message that can possibly be ready for delivery that has not already been delivered).
Definition 3.3.5 Given T on process P and a receive event r on T , define r.raceset
as follows:
r.raceset , r.avail − r.recvd
Example: Consider a test run in which process P receives 5 messages: a, b,
c, d, and e, in that order (see Figure 3.1). Note that after each of the send events,
new messages are introduced into the r.avail, and hence r.raceset. This is because,
these messages are causally related to earlier intervals of P ’s execution, but after
the send event, P has reached an interval with which these message’s send events
are concurrent.
We need to calculate r.raceset for each receive event in a test run. As
demonstrated by the example of Figure 3.1, each message first becomes available
after some send event on P . Thus, the messages received by P during a test run
can be partitioned into groups: a new (possibly empty) group after each send event.
To calculate r.raceset for each receive event r in a test run T , we need only keep a
log of these groups, and of the receive event m.rT for each message m. The groups
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Figure 3.1: A Test Run and its Race Sets
are totally ordered and should be stored in order. After the test run (or during),
we can analyze the receive events in order, and subtract messages from the groups
when they are received. In other words, when calculating r.raceset for receive event
r, consider all groups for which the associated send event s satisfies s ≺ r. Set
r.raceset to the sum of all such groups. Then, find the message in this set for which
m.rT = r, and remove it from its group.
Groups will be discussed in greater detail in Section 3.5.1. A detailed dis-
cussion of detecting race sets on-line can be found in [54, 55].
3.4 Pruning the Execution Space
Instead of involving a programmer with whether or not messages race, another
approach is to design a software tester/debugger tool that can explore the effects of
possible races automatically. The programmer might be more interested in the fact
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that a task wait queue has exceeded some threshold, or that “index > array size”.
As discussed in Section 3.1, an approach to provide this capability is to
prune the execution search space, and re-execute the program using pre-planned
test executions. Our approach is to automatically explore alternate orderings on
the delivery of pairs of messages that race, thus forcing test runs with different
properties. Then, a user-specified predicate, like “x > 10” can be checked normally
during these runs.
3.4.1 Fixed Message Set
Once the set of racing messages is determined for each receive event (see Section 3.3),
we need to reorder them in some systematic fashion in an attempt to exploit software
defects. The most immediate obstacle is the enormity of the search space. It is easy
to imagine an imperfect program that never terminates when racing messages are
delivered in a certain order.
If |r.raceset| > 1 for some receive event r on process P , then r can intro-
duce non-determinism into the computation. If P received an alternate message
at this receive event, it might act differently in the future. We restrict ourselves
to distributed programs where the non-determinism introduced by a race does not
change the affected process’s set of future send and receive events. Regardless of the
order in which messages were delivered to process P in its history, its underlying
program will still evoke the same sequence of msg send() and msg recv() calls in
the future. The data in these messages may be different, but send events will send
to the same processes, and receive events will be the same requests. Thus, the set of
messages sent by all processes in the distributed computation will also be the same,
regardless of the order in which racing messages are delivered. We say that this kind
of distributed program has a fixed message set . In such a system, messages can be
reordered more easily in test runs.
A broad class of programs that typically exhibit this type of behavior are
the “loosely synchronous” [33] parallel programs. Fox defined a loosely synchronous
program as one that alternates between phases of global computation and commu-
nication. Typically, these programs send and receive the same messages during each
communication phase, regardless of the results it obtained during the last commu-
nication phase. Non-determinism arises in such a program when they are executed
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on asynchronous systems. Concurrent messages can race during a global communi-
cation phase.
This restriction affects our future discussion in a few ways. First, the set of
all receive events in To is the same set as it is in any test run T . Further, the total
order imposed by ≺To on the events in this set is identical to the total order imposed
by ≺T , for any test run T . The following lemmas are easily derived.
Lemma 3.4.1 For a given receive event r in a program with a fixed message set,
r.availTo = r.availT .
Lemma 3.4.2 For a given receive event r in a program with a fixed message set,
|r.recvdTo | = |r.recvdT |, and |r.racesetTo | = |r.racesetT |.
3.4.2 Reordering Message Deliveries
To force different choices in a test run, we wish to reorder as many pairs of messages
as possible. In other words, suppose messages m1 and m2 were delivered in To such
that m1.r≺To m2.r. We want to construct a test run, T , in which the messages are
delivered in the opposite order: m2.r ≺T m1.r.
To construct T , we select a single message to deliver at each receive event r
from its r.avail set. From Lemma 3.4.1, r.availT = r.availTo . The only care that
must be taken, is that we cannot assign for delivery the same message by more than
one receive event in T .
We can simply visit the receive events in the order in which they appear in
To (and in T ), assigning a message for delivery to each receive event in sequence.
This way, we know the value of r.recvd in T for each r evaluated, and we can avoid
selecting the same message twice by simply selecting a message from only those in
r.avail − r.recvdT , (i.e., r.racesetT ).
Here, we introduce another type of sequence: a message sequence. The
message sequence MTo = 〈m1m2...〉 represents the scenario that message m1 is
delivered by the first receive event in To, m2 is delivered by the second receive
event, and so on. In this sequence, we use the notation m1 ≺To m2 to express the
condition that m1 precedes m2 in MTo . This predicate can also be represented using
the more cumbersome expression m1.rTo ≺To m2.rTo .
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3.5 Groups, Funnels, and Waves
We number the receive events on a given process by their order in the execution:
〈r1, r2, ...〉. Messages are partitioned into groups by their first appearance in the
r.avail sets.
3.5.1 Groups
Using the numbering scheme described above for receive events, recall from Lemma 3.3.2
that
rx−1.avail ⊆ rx.avail
is always satisfied. In the following definition, a group is formed every time rx−1.avail ⊂
rx.avail.
Definition 3.5.1 Wherever rx−1.avail ⊂ rx.avail, a group is formed, containing
the set of newly available messages (rx.avail−rx−1.avail). The messages in r1.avail
also form the first group (G1) in the execution. 
An example of groups will be given will be given later in this section (see
Figure 3.3).
For group G, we name the first receive event at which the messages in this
group are available G.rf . The last receive event with the same r.avail is denoted
G.rl. This event is either the last receive event in the execution, or it immediately
precedes rf of the next group.
Definition 3.5.2 G.R , {r : G.rf 4 r 4 G.rl}
As with receive events, we number groups by their order in the execution:
G1, G2, ..., Gg, and we overload the ≺ operator over groups as follows:
Gi ≺ Gj , Gi.rl ≺ Gj .rf .
Gi = Gj expresses the condition that these two symbols refer to the same group,
and Gi 4 Gj is derived as expected.
As a result of the fixed message set , the set of receive events and r.avail for
each receive event remains constant between test runs. Thus, so does the set of
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groups. Each receive event r in the subsequence G.rf 4 r 4 G.rl, has the same
r.avail set. We name this set G.Avail.
Definition 3.5.3 G.Avail , {m : 〈∃G′ 4 G :: m ∈ G′〉} 
3.5.2 Funnels
In a perfect test run, if MTo = 〈m1m2...mk〉, we would like to be able to deliver the
messages in complete reverse order: MT = 〈mkmk−1...m1〉. Such a test run would
successfully reverse every pair of messages. This is not always possible, as shown by
the following example.
Figure 3.2: A To that Cannot be Reversed
Example: Consider the execution shown in Figure 3.2. We would like to
deliver the messages in the order 〈m4m3m2m1〉. This sequence would reorder every
pair of messages using only a single test run. However, since message m4 is not
included in r1.avail or r2.avail, only messages from {m1,m2,m3} can be delivered
by r1 and r2 in any test run. This reality is the consequence of a restrictive funnel,
following the receive event r2.
Definition 3.5.4 For every group Gi, except the last one in the execution, there is
a funnel, Fi, between receive events Gi.rl and Gi+1.rf .
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The funnel has a throughput, given by the following equation:
Fi.tp = |Gi.Avail| − |{r : r 4 Gi.rl}|. 
We shall see in Section 3.7 that the key obstacle in reordering all messages
in as few test runs as possible will be the need to deliver the messages in Gi.Avail
by receive events that follow Gi.rl. We say that such a message is passed through
the funnel.
Each r ∈ {r : r 4 Gi.rl} must deliver a message from the set Gi.Avail (since
other messages are not available at these receive events). Thus, during a single test
run, at most |Gi.Avail| − |{r : r 4 Gi.rl}| (i.e., Fi.tp) messages from Gi.Avail can
be delivered after Gi.rl. In other words, Fi.tp messages “pass through” funnel Fi in
a given test run.
In the discussion that follows, we include funnels in a test run’s total order
of events. Funnel Fi’s position in the order is given by the following expression:
Gi.rl ≺ Fi ≺ Gi+1.rf .
3.5.3 Waves
We will show in this section that the messages received in a test run To, might be
divided into waves. If two messages were delivered in different waves during the
original test run, it is not possible to deliver them in the opposite order during a
subsequent test run. Formally, if m1 and m2 were in different waves in To, and
m1≺To m2, then 〈@T :: m2 ≺T m1〉.
Consider a loosely synchronous distributed computation, like the one de-
scribed in Section 3.4.1. Suppose that at the end of every communication phase,
the processes in the system perform a barrier synchronization. Process P cannot
possibly deliver any messages sent in future communication phases during the cur-
rent phase, because the other processes in the system will not advance to the point
of sending these messages until P delivers all the messages in the current phase.
Once P does so, its underlying program has no more receive events left in which a
message from a future communication phase could be delivered.
Waves are formed by funnels that do not let any messages pass through.
Each funnel F , whose F.tp is 0 forms a wave boundary. In general, a program does
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not have to be structured with explicit synchronization points for the messages it
receives to be divided into waves. If a distributed computation simply does not
contain very many message races, then most receive events will have a race set of
size 1 (i.e., no race). This condition creates a funnel with zero throughput (i.e., a
wave boundary).
Lemma 3.5.5 Consider two messages m1 and m2 received by the same process
during To. If there exists a funnel Fi, for which Fi.tp = 0 and m1 ≺To Fi ≺To m2,
then m1 and m2 can not be delivered in reverse order during any test run.
proof: By contradiction.
Suppose that m2 is delivered before m1 in some test run T . Since m1 ≺To Fi,
m1 ∈Gi.Avail. From our discussion of funnels, we know that m1 can be delivered
no later than receive event Gi.rl in any T . Thus, m2 must be delivered by some
r′, r′ ≺T Gi.rl. For this to be possible, we must have m2 ∈ Gi.Avail. But this
contradicts the fact that Fi ≺To m2, because no message from Gi.Avail can pass
through Fi. 
In Lemma 3.5.5, funnel Fi forms a wave boundary. Messages available before
Fi are separated from those that are not.
Lemma 3.5.6 Consider two messages, m1 and m2, where m1 ≺To m2, and
〈@Fi : m1 ≺To Fi ≺To m2 : Fi.tp = 0〉.
m1 and m2 can be delivered in reverse order in some test run T .
proof: Since there is no funnel Fi between m1.rTo and m2.rTo with Fi.tp = 0, m1
can be passed through all funnels that do exist between them. At each such funnel
Fj , Fj .tp > 0. Therefore, from the definition of Fj .tp,
|Gj .Avail| > |{r : r 4 Gj .rl}|.
Thus, |{r : r 4 Gj .rl}| messages other than m1 can be chosen from Gj .Avail for
delivery at the receive events in {r : r 4 Gj .rl}. Once m1 has passed through the
last funnel between m1.rTo and m2.rTo , m2 is in r.avail for the very next receive
event r in the test run. Thus, m2 can be delivered by r and m1 delivered by a later
receive event. 
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In the lemma above, messages m1 and m2 are in the same wave, as are the
receive events m1.rTo and m2.rTo . We say that any pair of messages or receive
events not separated by a funnel with zero throughput are “in the same wave”.
Thus, from Lemma 3.5.6, any pair of messages in the same wave can be delivered in
reverse order, and from Lemma 3.5.5, any two messages from different waves cannot.
3.5.4 Example Wave
Figure 3.3: Groups and Funnels
3.5.5 Funnel and Wave Consequences
For the remainder of this chapter, our discussion is limited to the discussion of receive
events and messages within a single wave. We define Gi.AvailW as the messages in
Gi.Avail that first become available in the current wave, W . In other words, if r′ is
the last receive event of the wave before W , Gi.AvailW = Gi.Avail − r′.avail.
Since it is not always possible to deliver all messages in complete reverse order
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(see Section 3.5.2), we will try to reverse as many pairs of messages as possible.
As we discussed earlier, at most Fi.tp messages from Gi.AvailW can be deliv-
ered after Gi.rl. The messages delivered by receive events in {r : r 4 Gi.rl} cannot
be delivered after any message in a future group, such as Gi+1. Lemma 3.5.7 follows
trivially from this observation, and the fact that all messages in Gi.AvailW must be
delivered after the messages in future groups to achieve 100% message reordering
coverage over wave W .
Lemma 3.5.7 100% message reordering coverage over a wave containing funnel Fi






The critical funnel defined below imposes a lower bound on the number of
test runs we will need in order to achieve 100% coverage.





is maximal is called
the critical funnel, Fc.
3.6 Single Test Run
In this section, we present an algorithm for reversing as many message pairs as
possible in a single test run. On the process P that we are testing, first we allow
To to run non-deterministically. During To’s execution, we observe the program’s
message set and wave boundaries, and then calculate r.avail for all receive events
on P .
3.6.1 Last-First Reordering Algorithm
A very simple algorithm, shown in Figure 3.4, can be used to reverse the greatest
number of pairs possible in a single test run, T . In the algorithm shown in this
figure, ro and rt are used as iterators to scroll through the receive events in To and
T . The set rt.recvd contains all messages that have been assigned for delivery by
some receive event r in T , r ≺ rt. Since Last-First( ) subtracts this set from the





TestRun T := To;
RecvEvent ro := FirstRecv(To);
RecvEvent rt := FirstRecv(T );
SetofMsgs rt.recvd := ∅;
/* Note: Messages in sets sorted by
total order (m.r, ≺To). */
/* ro.avail is calculated on To from
Definition 3.3.1. */
/* rt.recvd is r.recvdT */
while(ro != NULL)
rt.raceset := ro.avail − rt.recvd;
msg m := tail(rt.raceset);
deliver(rt, m);
rt.recvd := rt.recvd ∪ {m};
ro := NextRecv(To);




Figure 3.4: Procedure Last-First( )
The set ro.avail is calculated as described in Section 3.3, and from Lemma 3.4.1
we know that ro.avail = rt.avail. This set is sorted by the order in which the mes-
sages were received in To. Thus, from the set of messages in ro.avail that have not
already been assigned for delivery by an earlier receive event in T , m gets the one
that was delivered last in To. In other words, for any pair of messages (m1,m2) in
rt.raceset where m1≺To m2, Last-First( ) will select m2 before it selects m1.
An efficient implementation of Last-First( ) would actually keep only the set
of messages that become available for the first time at each receive event, and add
them to some set S at each iteration of the while loop. Also, instead of keeping
rt.recvd, we can just subtract each message from S as it is received. If we use
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a balanced tree to store the messages in S, the Last-First( ) algorithm runs in
O(k · log k), for a sequence To with k receive events.
3.6.2 Last-First Analysis
To see that Last-First( ) is optimal, let’s first examine the properties of the messages
in the wave, and the effects of delivering one message instead of another at each
receive event.
Definition 3.6.1 For a given test run T , we define the set m.lostT for each message
m in the wave:
m.lostT , {m′ : (m ≺To m′) ∧ (m ≺T m′)}
Each message m′ in m.lostT represents a pair (m,m′) that is not reversed in
T . The name lost refers to the lost opportunity to reverse these pairs. In a wave of





pairs. An optimal test run reverses the most pairs possible, so
it contains the fewest lost pairs. For a test run T , the set of all lost pairs is given
by:
T.lost , {(m,m′) : m′ ∈ m.lostT }
Thus, an optimal test run contains a minimal T.lost set.
We can now present an important lemma that is integral to proving our
algorithm optimal.
Figure 3.5: T - A test run that can be improved
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Lemma 3.6.2 Consider an original test run over a wave, To, and a test run T for
the same wave. If T contains a pair of messages, (m1,m2), such that
1. m2∈ m1.rT .avail (i.e., m1 is delivered by r in T , and m2 ∈ r.avail)
2. m2 ∈ m1.lostT
then there exists a test run T ′, such that |T ′.lost| < |T.lost|.
proof: We construct T ′.
Construct T ′ as follows: duplicate T , and then swap m1 and m2 in MT ′ . Since
m2 ∈ m1.rT .avail (1 above), T ′ is a valid test run.
The message sequence MT is shown in Figure 3.5. The messages in the
sequences t1, t2, and t3 are in the same positions in MT ′ . To prove that |T ′.lost| <
|T.lost|, we compare the sets m′.lost for every message m′ in both test runs.
Observe that condition 2 in the lemma statement, implies that m1 ≺To m2.
For every message m′ in t1 or t3, pairs of the form (m1,m′) and (m2,m′) are
ordered the same in MT as they are in MT ′ . Thus
〈∀m′ ∈ t1 ∪ t3 :: m′.lostT = m′.lostT ′〉 (3.1)
Consider the set m′.lost for a message m′ in t2. At first glance, it appears it is
possible for this set to be larger in T ′ than it is in T , because while m1 6∈ m′.lostT ,
it is possible that m1 ∈ m′.lostT ′ . However, when this is the case, we can deduce
the following:
m1 ∈ m′.lostT ′
⇒ { Definition of m.lost }
m′ ≺To m1
⇒ { (m1 ≺To m2) from lemma condition 2 }
m′ ≺To m2




〈∀m′ ∈ t2 :: |m′.lostT ′ | ≤ |m′.lostT |〉 (3.2)
Now we must consider m1.lost and m2.lost. m2.lost will possibly be smaller in T
than in T ′, because for each message m′ in t2, it is possible that m′ ∈ m2.lostT ′ , but
we know m′ 6∈ m2.lostT , because m2 6≺T m′. However, for every such m′, we know
the following:
m′ ∈ m2.lostT ′
≡ { (m2 ≺T ′ m′) and Definition of m.lost }
m2 ≺To m′
⇒ { (m1 ≺To m2) from lemma condition 2 }
m1 ≺To m′
≡ { (m1 ≺T m′) and Definition of m.lost }
m′ ∈ m1.lostT
Also, T.lost contains one additional pair, because m2 ∈ m1.lostT , and m1 6∈ m2.lostT ′ .
Thus,
|m1.lostT ′ |+ |m2.lostT ′ | < |m1.lostT |+ |m2.lostT | (3.3)
From formulas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, |T ′.lost| < |T.lost|. 
Theorem 3.6.3 The Last-First( ) reordering algorithm is optimal.
proof: By contradiction.
We prove the stronger condition that Last-First( ) finds the only optimal test run
over a wave. Consider the original test run To. For the purpose of contradiction,
assume there exists an optimal test run T over this wave that differs from Tlf , the
one created by Last-First( ). In Figure 3.5, assume that m1 is the first message in
MT that differs from MTlf . Label the receive event that delivers m1 here r. m2
from Figure 3.5 represents the message that Tlf delivers at r. m1 and m2 are both
in r.avail. Further, since the Last-First( ) algorithm delivers m2 at r, we know that
m1≺To m2, which implies m2∈m1.lostT .
From Lemma 3.6.2, there exists a test run T ′ such that |T ′.lost| < |T.lost|,
so T is not optimal: a contradiction. 
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3.6.3 Performance Lower Bound
Following the pattern of logic in Lemma 3.5.6, it is always possible to reorder the
message that was delivered by the first receive event in To, and deliver it in the very
last receive event in T . Doing so reorders this first message with every other message
in the wave, successfully reversing k − 1 pairs. Since the Last-First( ) algorithm is
optimal, k−1 represents a lower bound on the number of pairs it will reverse. Below
we show this to be a tight bound.
Figure 3.6: A Worst-Case Wave
Theorem 3.6.4 k − 1 is a tight lower bound on the number of message pairs the
Last-First( ) reordering algorithm will be able to reverse in a wave of size k.
proof: By example.
Consider the execution shown in Figure 3.6. For this rather extreme underlying
program, our Last-First( ) reordering algorithm will only be able to reverse k − 1
pairs. It produces the test run T = bcd...a, because it chooses any available message
before a, but there is always only one other choice in r.avail − r.recvd. This test
run reverses only k − 1 pairs. 
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3.7 Creating a Test Suite
In this section, we present an algorithm that reverses all message pairs in a wave
using the fewest number of test runs possible. Formally, our goal is to construct a
minimal set of test runs, T1, T2, ..., Tt, such that for every pair of messages m1 and
m2:
1. that are sent to process P ,
2. that exist in the same wave, and
3. for which m1 ≺To m2
the following proposition holds:
〈∃x : 1 ≤ x ≤ t : m2 ≺Tx m1〉.
In this section, we present a method for constructing such a minimal set. We call
this set the test suite, and denote it T ∗.
If no funnel exists, then all messages in the wave are included in r1.avail.
Only a single test run is required to reverse all pairs, using the Last-First( ) algorithm
from Section 3.6.1. Assuming the wave contains at least one funnel, the following
lower bound exists on the size of T ∗.





proof: From Definition 3.5.8 (the definition of Fc) and Lemma 3.5.7. 
3.7.1 Multiple Test Run Algorithm
In this section, we present an algorithm for calculating a minimal T ∗. Our method
constructs one test run at a time: T1, then T2, and so forth. Each wave can be
evaluated independently, so we discuss reordering the pairs within a given wave.
The size of T ∗ is determined by the wave that requires the most test runs to reverse
all its message pairs.
During the construction of T ∗, we maintain a set of messages, m.after, for
each message in the wave. While constructing test run Tx, for message m in wave
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W , m.after is the set:
{m′ : 〈∀y : 1 ≤ y < x : m ≺Ty m′〉}.
This set contains the messages that were delivered after m in every previous
test run. If m.after = ∅, then m has been delivered after every other message in
the wave during some test run. Thus, our algorithm continues to add test runs to
T ∗ until m.after = ∅ for every message. The procedure Create-Test-Run( ) in
Figure 3.7 is called to calculate each test run, Tx.
To construct Tx, Create-Test-Run( ) visits each group in order of the
execution sequence. For each group, Gi, it first calls Pass-Through( ), which
chooses the Fi.tp messages that will be passed through funnel Fi. Then, it calls




SequenceOfMsgs TestRun := 〈 〉;






SetOfMsgs PassThrough := Pass-Through(Fi, ChooseFrom);
SequenceOfMsgs Seq := Deliver(ChooseFrom);
TestRun := TestRun.Seq; //Concatenation





Figure 3.7: Procedure Create-Test-Run( )
To determine which messages to pass through a funnel, Pass-Through( )
uses the pass through relation, [PT ].
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Definition 3.7.2 For every pair of messages (m,m′) in the wave, where m ∈ G and
m′ ∈ G′, define the relation m[PT ]m′ as the disjunction of the following predicates:
1. (m.after 6= ∅) ∧ (m′.after = ∅)
2.
((m.after = ∅) ≡ (m′.after = ∅)) ∧
(G ≺ G′)
3.
((m.after = ∅) ≡ (m′.after = ∅)) ∧
(G = G′) ∧
(m′ ∈ m.after) 
If m[PT ]m′, then we want to pass m through a funnel more than m′. Pass-
Through( ) maps [PT ] over the messages in the set (Gi.Avail−Gi.rf .recvd). Then,
it removes Fi.tp messages from the set, each one at the top of a chain formed by [PT ]
over those messages that remain. These removed messages will be passed through
Fi.
SetOfMsgs Pass-Through(Funnel F , SetOfMsgs ChooseFrom)
{
SetOfMsgs PassThrough := ∅;
while (|PassThrough| < F.tp)
{
Msg m := any message from ChooseFrom














Figure 3.8: Procedure Pass-Through( )
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To determine how to order the delivery of messages within some group Gi,
Deliver( ) uses the simpler relation, [D].
Definition 3.7.3 For every pair of messages (m, m′) in the wave:
m[D]m′ , m′ ∈ m.after 
Consider two messages, m and m′, where m′ ∈ m.after. During some test
run Tx ∈ T ∗, we need to remove m′ from m.after by delivering the two messages
such that m′ ≺Tx m. Deliver( ) visits the receive events in Gi.R in order. When
choosing between m and m′ for delivery by a receive event, where m[D]m′, it delivers
m′ and leaves m in the set ChooseFrom for delivery by a later receive event. This
strategy is similar to that used by Last-First( ) in Section 3.6.
SequenceOfMsgs Deliver(SetOfMsgs ChooseFrom)
{
SequenceOfMsgs Order := 〈 〉;
while (ChooseFrom 6= ∅)
{








Order := Order.m; //Concatenated




Figure 3.9: Procedure Deliver( )
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3.7.2 Algorithm Analysis
In this section, we prove that our algorithm calculates a minimal T ∗.
Definition 3.7.4 For a group Gi, consider the set of funnels {Fj : Gi 4 Gj}.
Define Gi.bn as the funnel from this set with the smallest throughput.
The funnel Gi.bn is the bottleneck for Gi. Later, we will see that this
bottleneck defines an upper bound on the number of test runs required by our
algorithm to reduce m.after for every message in group Gi to ∅. For now, we note
that whenever there are at least Gi.bn.tp messages in Gi with m.after 6= ∅, Gi.bn.tp
messages from this set will be passed through all funnels in the wave.
Lemma 3.7.5 While constructing test run Tx, consider group Gi.
Let S = {m : m ∈ Gi.AvailW ∧m.after 6= ∅}
Let R = {m : m ∈ Gi ∧m.after 6= ∅}
Either Gi.bn.tp messages from S are passed through all future funnels, 〈Fi, Fi+1, ..., Flast〉,
or every message in R is passed through all future funnels.
proof: By induction over the sequence of funnels.
Base: Funnel Fi. There are two cases:
Case 1: There are at least Gi.bn.tp messages from S still available. This
means that at least Gi.bn.tp − |R| messages with m.after 6= ∅ were passed
through funnel Fi−1 by Pass-Through( ). We will show that Gi.bn.tp mes-
sages from S are passed through Fi. Suppose that this is not the case. Then
some message m′ from S was passed to our Pass-Through( ) procedure and
not included in the returned set. Also, since Fi.tp ≥ Gi.bn.tp, at least one mes-
sage m′′, for which m′′.after = ∅ was returned by Pass-Through( ). This is
a contradiction, because Pass-Through( ) will include m′ in the return set
before m′′ in accordance with the [PT ] relation.
Case 2: Fewer than Gi.bn.tp messages from S are available. In this case,
every message in R is passed trough Fi. The proof is similar to Case 1.
Step: Fj , for i < j ≤ last.
By hypothesis, either at least Gi.bn.tp messages from S were passed through Fj−1,
or all messages in R were.
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Case 1: At least Gi.bn.tp massages from S were passed through Fj−1. In
this case, we show that at least Gi.bn.tp messages from S are passed through
Fj . Assume this is not the case. Then some message m′ ∈ S is passed to
Pass-Through( ) and not returned. Also, some message m′′ 6∈ S is returned
by Pass-Through( ) for funnel Fj . Since m′′ 6∈ S, it is either the case that
m′′.after=∅, or m′′ ∈ Gk ∧Gi ≺ Gk. In either case, the [PT ] relation causes
Pass-Through( ) to include m′ in its return set before m′′: a contradiction.
Case 2: All messages in R were passed through Fj−1. If |R| > Gi.bn.tp, then
Case 1 applies. Otherwise, all messages in R are passed through Fj . The
proof is similar to Case 1.

The following lemma uses the properties of [D] to show that once a message
is passed through all funnels in the wave, its m.after set is reduced to ∅.
Lemma 3.7.6 If m is passed through every funnel in Tx, then 〈∀m′ ∈ m.after ::
m′ ≺Tx m〉
proof: By contradiction.
Suppose that m is passed through every funnel in Tx, m′ ∈ m.after, and m ≺Tx m′.
Then m′ was also passed through every funnel, and m′ ∈ m.rTx .raceset. But this
observation leads to the contradiction that Deliver( ) will deliver m′ instead of m,
because m[D]m′. 
By combining the results from Lemmas 3.7.5 and 3.7.6, we can obtain an
upper bound on the number of test runs our algorithm will require to reduce a given
message’s m.after set to ∅.






mx.after will be reduced to ∅.
proof: From Lemma 3.7.5, we know that Gi.bn.tp messages from Gi.AvailW with
m.after 6= ∅ will be passed through all funnels during any test run in which mx
is not. Then, from Lemma 3.7.6, we know that m.after is reduced to ∅ for each
of these messages. Again from Lemma 3.7.5, once there are fewer than Gi.bn.tp
messages in Gi.AvailW with m.after 6= ∅, mx will have to be passed through all
funnels, and mx.after will consequently be reduced to ∅. In this worst case scenario,
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And finally, if we find the message(s) for which this upper bound is the
largest, we know the worst-case largest size of T ∗, as calculated by our algorithm.
Upon comparing this upper bound with the lower bound from Lemma 3.7.1, we find
that they are the same.






proof: Lemma 3.7.7 gives an expression for the worst-case number of test runs
our reordering algorithm will require to reverse any given message m with all others
in the wave. This expression is maximized by selecting a message from the group






Lemma 3.7.1, this expression is also a lower bound on the number of test runs re-






test runs to reorder all message pairs. 
3.8 On-Line Message Race Analysis and Visualization
In this section we discuss another application for our method for calculating race
sets. One approach to helping a programmer debug a distributed program is to help
him visualize the interaction between the processes as the program runs [8, 43, 56,
89]. The popular representation is to display a time line for each process, where
time runs from left to right. As the process runs, the line grows. Messages sent
between processes can then be represented by directed lines from the sender’s time
line to that of the receiver. Hereafter, we refer to this representation of a distributed
computation as its graph, or distributed computation graph.
We propose to combine the method described in Section 3.3, which calcu-
lates the race set of messages for a given receive event, with the channel predicate
detection techniques in [34]. In doing so, we can provide on-line analysis of the race
sets at each receive event. In a visualization tool similar to XPVM, a programmer
could then simply select a receive event from the distributed computation graph,
and be presented with a list of the messages in that receive event’s race set.
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To use this technique effectively in an on-line tool, we must be able to detect
when a race set is complete. In other words, for some receive event r on P , how do
we detect the condition that no future messages received by P will be added to r.R?
Definition 3.8.1 Consider a receive event r on process P , and a future event e,
r ≺ e. The set r.R is complete at e iff 〈∀m : e ≺ m.r : m 6∈ r.R〉.
Figure 3.10: Race Detection and Visualization
The following lemma states that the race set r.R is complete when the last
event on every process in the computation causally follows r, and there are no
messages in channels to P from send events that do not causally follow r. The
“global state” G in the lemma is defined similarly to [34] and [36]. It is a set of:
(a) local events, one from each process in the system, and (b) the state of all the
channels.1 G[j] is the event from process Pj in G.
Lemma 3.8.2 Consider a global state G, and a receive event r 4 G[i] on process
Pi. r.R is complete at G if:
1. ∀m in a channel to Pi in G, r → m.s
2. For every process Pj 6= Pi, r → G[j]
1In an alternative model used in [34, 36], G includes local states instead of events, each state
immediately preceding an event on its process’s computation.
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proof: By contradiction.
Suppose that for global state G, conditions 1 and 2 from above are true, and that
〈∃m′ :: G[i] ≺ m′.r∧m′ ∈ r.R〉. Call the sender of message m′ process Pj . Condition
1 can be stated formally as
〈∀m, j :: m.s ≺ G[j] ∧G[i] ≺ m.r ⇒ r → m.s〉.
Since m′ ∈ r.R, we know that r 6→ m′.s (See Definition 3.3.5). Thus, given our
assumption that G[i] ≺ m′.r, the contrapositive of condition 1 yields G[j] 4 m′.s.
But then, combining this result with condition 2, we have r → G[j] 4 m′.s, so
r → m′.s, and therefore m′ 6∈ r.R: a contradiction. 
As each new message is delivered, we can use the method from Section 3.3
to add it to race sets of previous receive events. Using the predicate detection
algorithms from [34, 36] we can detect both conditions in Lemma 3.8.2. Thus, in
a visualization application, the programmer could be alerted when race set r.R is
complete. Figure 3.10 shows a mock-up visualization application using the theory
in this section. At the receive events on the computation graph, flashing vs. steady
circles could indicate whether a message race set is complete.
3.9 Conclusion
We have presented an algorithm to reorder as many pairs as possible during a single
test run, and another to reorder all pairs in as few test runs as possible.
The first area of research has yielded the Last-First( ) algorithm for reorder-
ing message deliveries in a test computation. We have proven that it is optimal,
and given a tight lower bound of (k − 1) reversed pairs in a wave of size k. Ques-
tions remain that suggest opportunity for future research in this area. For example,
the lower bound of (k − 1) is relatively low, but demonstrated by a particularly
contrived underlying computation. We suspect that this bound is not indicative of
performance for most real-world programs.
In Section 3.7, we presented an algorithm for calculating a minimal set of test






, can be determined after the first test run. Although
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our model of a distributed system does not assume FIFO channels, this algorithm
can be easily extended to accommodate such a system. The proofs in Section 3.7.2
are a little more complicated, but the performance of the extended algorithm is the
same.
An interesting question is whether the techniques used in Sections 3.6 and
3.7 can be modified to allow testing programs that do not enforce a fixed message
set. Perhaps a weaker requirement can be found.
Additionally, we intend to investigate alternate methods for reducing a dis-
tributed program’s execution space to searchable subspaces. To evaluate any al-
ternatives, we will also need a way to evaluate their abilities in exploiting software
defects. Such an effort should most likely involve development of a prototype test-
ing system for experimental analysis of their effectiveness. A taxonomy for software




In this chapter, I explore an approach to limit the effect of destructive race condi-
tions. First, by avoiding them altogether, and then by localizing consequences of
race conditions. For the research covered in this chapter, if user-supplied inputs are
fixed (including the initial state of the system and the values of inputs from the
external environment), the system is expected to perform roughly the same compu-
tation during any feasible execution. In other words, outcomes of race conditions
should not impact the system’s outcome.
Section 4.1 describes the concurrent system model and its properties, sec-
tion 4.2 defines a critical relationship between invocations that pertains to the sys-
tem’s and determinism, and section 4.3 introduces sufficient conditions for a deter-
ministic system. Chapter 5 provides detection algorithms to determine whether a
system meets the sufficient conditions for determinism.
In chapter 6, I add the notion of localized nondeterminism. A system with
such nondeterminism, contains one or more race conditions that yield nondetermin-
ism in the system. But the nondeterminism is localized, and the system converges to
a deterministic end regardless of the paths chosen in the localized nondeterministic
computation. Chapter 7 contains algorithms used to detect localized nondetermin-
ism and convergence of the system.
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4.1 Model
A system is composed of:
• a set X of system shared variables (shared between all threads of execution)
• a set F of named transition functions, called simply functions
• a changing set A of messages, each of which was produced by some f1 ∈ F
and can be consumed by some f2 ∈ F
• a set T of message types
• an initial state (X0, M0)
When it executes, a function from F consumes an ordered set of 1 or more messages
from A, reads the value of 0 or more shared variables from X, assigns new values
for 0 or more shared variables in X, and produces an ordered set of 0 or more
output messages that are added to A. I use the notation consume(i) to express
the message input set, and produce(i) for the message outputs. When these sets
exist in an execution E, I write consume(i, E) and produce(i, E) to be explicit. If
an invocation i reads the value of a shared variable x, I write x ∈ use(i), and if it
defines a value for x, then x ∈ def (i).
Associated with each message is a type from T . A function specifies the
messages it can consume by specifying a type for each input position. The consumed
message’s type must match the type for the input position into which it is consumed.
Each input position must specify a different type, so that the assignment of messages
available to input positions is unique.
Invocations are atomic. When two invocations cannot interfere with one an-
other (by their shared variable uses and definitions), they can execute concurrently.
But if they do interfere, the underlying system ensures their atomicity, either by
employing synchronization or optimistic execution and rollback.1
An execution is a sequence of invocations, and a feasible execution is on in
which every invocation consumes only messages available in A, and it produces
output consistent with its underlying function and inputs.
Definition 4.1.1 - execution
An execution E is a sequence of invocations: < i1i2... >.
I use the notation prefix(E, l) to represent a prefix of E of length l.
1See section 8.2 for a discussion about relaxing this requirement.
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4.1.1 Deterministic Functions
Axiom 4.1.2 - deterministic functions
Given a function f and two invocations of that function i and i′, if the portion of sys-
tem state used as input by f in its computation is the same (i.e., system variables),
and if the ordered set messages that f consumes are the same, then f performs the
same computation and produces the same outputs in the two invocations.
In axiom 4.1.2, note that for the system state used by i and i′ to be the same,
it is not enough that it be the same when i and i′ begin execution. For example,
when i and i′ read the value for some system variable x mid-way through their
respective executions, the value each reads must be the same.
4.1.2 Identity
We need a way to uniquely identify a single function invocation that occurs in mul-
tiple feasible executions of the system. The same is true for the messages produced
in different executions. When is a message in one execution considered to be the
same message in another? When is a function invocation considered to be the same
invocation?
I define their identities recursively, starting with the messages in M0. In
order to do so, I must introduce a restriction on M0. I need to impose the restriction
that no two messages in M0 can have the same type. Thus, each can be uniquely
identified by its type. The unique identities of messages and invocations are defined
relative to one another.
Definition 4.1.3 message identity
Two messages that exist in separate system executions are the same message iff:
• each is in M0 and they have the same type, or
• each was produced in the same output position by the same invocation and they
have the same type
Definition 4.1.4 invocation identity
If the same function executes in two separate system executions, and if it consumes
the same ordered set of messages, it is the same invocation.
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4.1.3 Deterministic systems
If an invocation exists in all feasible executions (as defined recursively by defini-
tions 4.1.3 and 4.1.4) and always behaves the same, I call it a deterministic invo-
cation. If the system’s feasible executions are composed entirely of deterministic
invocations, then the system is deterministic.
Definition 4.1.5 - deterministic invocation
Invocation i is deterministic if it exists in every feasible execution, and it exhibits
the same behavior in every feasible execution, as follows:
1. it produces the same ordered set of output messages, containing the same data
2. it assigns to each system variable x ∈ def (i) the same value
Definition 4.1.6 - deterministic system
A system is deterministic iff every feasible execution contains only deterministic
invocations.
Corollary 4.1.7 follows trivially from definition 4.1.6.
Corollary 4.1.7 In a deterministic system, all feasible executions contain the same
set of deterministic invocations.
4.1.4 Event Ordering
When one invocation i produces a message, and another invocation i′ consumes
it, there is a causality relationship between i and i′. The consuming invocation
cannot start execution until the producing invocation has executed and produced
the message. Without the execution of i, i′ cannot exist.
Definition 4.1.8 - i m−→ i′ def= 〈∃m ∈ M :: m ∈ produce(i) ∩ consume(i′)〉
This relationship between i and i′ is the building block for the hb−→ relation, which
is similar to causality relationships from [32], [57], and [63].
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Definition 4.1.9 - hb−→
For invocations i and i′, I write i hb−→ i′, pronounced “i happens before i′”, iff:
1. i m−→ i′, or
2. ∃i′′ s.t. i hb−→ i′′ ∧ i′′ hb−→ i′
hb−→ is asymmetric, transitive, and antireflexive. It forms a partial order over the
events in an execution, E. Before an invocation i can occur in E, every invocation
i′ that happens before i must occur. In other words, the existence of i depends
upon the existence and completion of i′. The hb−→ relation can be represented by a
directed, acyclic graph in which the nodes are invocations.
If we make a cut in the graph, partitioning it in two subgraphs, the cut is
only consistent with the partial order if all of the arcs that span the cut (i.e., m−→)
traverse it in the same direction. If they do so, that is equivalent to the condition
that in the partition on the source side of the cut, all dependencies are contained
(definition 4.1.10).
Definition 4.1.10 - consistent cut
C ⊆ I is a consistent cut iff: 〈∀i, i′ ∈ I, i m−→ i′ :: i′ ∈ C ⇒ i ∈ C >
4.1.5 Race Conditions
When two invocations are not related by hb−→, they race.
Definition 4.1.11 - races with
i races with i′ def= ¬(i hb−→ i′) ∧ ¬(i′ hb−→ i)
When two invocations race there is potential for non-determinism, but only
if they can affect each other’s computations. Commonly called interference, in my
concurrent system model, I call this condition a shared variable conflict, and write
svc(i, i′).
Definition 4.1.12 - svc(i, i′)
svc(i, i′) def= 〈∃x ∈ X :: x ∈ (def (i) ∪ def (i′))
∧ x ∈ (use(i) ∪ def (i))
∧ x ∈ (use(i′) ∪ def (i′))〉
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When invocations i and i′ race and there is a shared variable conflict, non-deterministic
system behavior is a likely result. Thus, I say that i races destructively with i′.
Definition 4.1.13 - races destructively
i races destructively with i′ def= svc(i, i′) ∧ i races with i′
The following lemma states that the i hb−→ i′ relation is preserved in all
feasible executions that contain i′. It is derived from my definitions of message and
invocation identity (4.1.3, 4.1.4).
Lemma 4.1.14 - preservation of hb−→
Given two feasible executions E and E′, if i hb−→ i′ in E, and invocation i′ exists in
E′, then i hb−→ i′ in E′.
proof: i hb−→ i′ in E implies a path in E from i to i′. From definitions 4.1.3 and
4.1.4, the identity of i′ is dependent on this path. This same path must exist in E′,
or i′ would not be the same message. The existence of the path in E′ implies that
i
hb−→ i′ in E′. 
Lemma 4.1.14 proves that the happens before partial order is preserved be-
tween the invocations in other executions. If i hb−→ i′ in E, then i′ must occur in
any arbitrary execution E′
Another relation, t−→, represents temporal ordering of events in a single
feasible execution. It is a total order, consistent with hb−→, and defined by the
topological sort of invocations over hb−→ that is imposed by the execution. Like hb−→,
t−→ is also transitive, antireflexive, and asymmetric.
Definition 4.1.15 For a given execution run, i t−→ i′ iff both i and i′ are events
in the execution, i 6= i′, and i executes before i′.
The condition i t−→ i′ also represents the potential for i to affect the behavior
of i′ through manipulation of shared variables. If i executes before i′, then i might
define the value of some shared variable that i′ uses. Note that t−→ is a weaker
relation than hb−→: i hb−→ i′ ⇒ i t−→ i′. And unlike hb−→, it is not preserved between
different executions. In a different execution, i′ might occur before i, or even exist
in the absence of i. In fact, if t−→ is exactly the same between executions E and E′,
then E and E′ are the same execution.
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For the sakes of brevity and clarity, chains of hb−→ or t−→ relationships of the
form:
i1 → i2 ∧ i2 → i3 ∧ ... ∧ in−1 → in
can be also expressed as
i1 → i2 → ... → in−1 → in
4.1.6 Competing functions
Consider a feasible execution of the system that contains a snapshot in time in
which A contains two intersecting sets of messages M1 and M2. M1 is a complete
set of input messages that could be delivered to some function foo( ), and M2 is a
complete set of input messages for some function bar( ).2 If m ∈ M1 ∩ M2, I say
that foo( ) competes with bar( ) for message m in this execution. Only one of
the two functions can invoke, and both are possible in alternate feasible executions.
Function competition is a form of race condition.
4.2 Sole writers
When an invocation i uses a system variable x in a calculation, or if it reads the value
of x to determine its control path, the value that x holds when it is read determines
the behavior of i. If x does not hold the same value when read in two different
executions, then i might perform a completely different computation or produce
different messages or both. To ensure deterministic computation, the system must
be designed and implemented to ensure that x does not contain different values when
read by i in different feasible executions (except under controlled circumstances –
Section 6).
To detect whether the system designer has accomplished this design goal, I
wish to detect whether x will hold the same value across multiple executions, or
whether it might contain different values, depending upon the outcome of one or
more race conditions in the system.
If there is an invocation idx that defines x, and an invocation i that uses x,
the relationship idx
hb−→ i ensures that x is initialized before i uses it. Since the
2foo( ) and bar( ) could also be the same function.
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failure to initialize a variable is universally accepted as a software mistake in almost
all cases, and since it is easy to detect this condition, I will assume from this point
forward that at least one such idx exists.
In the relationship described above between idx and i, I call idx a writer of
x, and i a reader of x. In equations, I express these conditions as x ∈ def (idx) and
x ∈ use(i), respectively. To determine if i will use the same value for x in all possible
executions, we need to know how many different writers can potentially define the
value for x that i uses. If only one writer is possible, and the same is true recursively
for that writer and the variables it reads and so on, then we will see that i receives
the same value for x in all executions.
Definition 4.2.1 - sole writer
For a given system execution E, iswx is the sole writer of x for i iff:
x ∈ def (iswx) ∧ iswx




Lemma 4.2.2 shows that the sole writer of x for i is in fact, semantically,
the sole writer of x for i. Lemma 4.2.3 extends the relationship between iswx and
i to all feasible executions. In executions other than E, i uses either the x value
defined by iswx or by some invocation that does not exist in E.
Lemma 4.2.2 - sole writer
If iswx is the sole writer of x for i in E, then if i uses x in E, it uses the value
defined by iswx.
proof: The first two clauses of expression 4.1 ensure that iswx defines x before
i uses it. The universal quantification expression ensures that no other invocation
can redefine x after iswx and before i uses it in any execution. 
Lemma 4.2.3 - sole writer in E′
If iswx is the sole writer of x for i in E, then for any feasible execution E′ in which
i exists and uses x, i uses the value defined either by iswx or some i′swx 6∈ E.
proof: The first two clauses of expression 4.1 ensure that iswx must exist in E′
(preservation of hb−→, lemma 4.1.14) and that it defines x before i uses it. Suppose
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that some i′swx defines x after iswx does so and before i uses x. If i
′
swx exists in E,
then the preservation of hb−→ (lemma 4.1.14) implies that
i
hb−→ i′swx ∨ i′swx
hb−→ iswx
not only in E (expression 4.1), but in E′ as well. But either relationship conflicts
with our supposition that allows i′swx to define x for i in E
′. Therefore, i′swx must
not exist in E. 
Later, I will show that if there exists an iswx that is the sole writer of x for
i for every invocation i in the system and every variable x used by i, the system is
deterministic. First, I need a few definitions regarding determinism for the functions,
function invocations, and the system.
4.3 System determinism
From the concept of a sole writer (definition 4.2.1, lemmas 4.2.2 and 4.2.3), I can
prove a system to be deterministic based on the properties of a single feasible ex-
ecution. Theorem 4.3.1 proves that the existence of a sole writer iswx for every
invocation i and x ∈ use(i) is sufficient to ensure a deterministic system (Defini-
tion 4.1.6).
Theorem 4.3.1 If the following properties are true for a feasible execution E0, then
the system is deterministic.
1. for every invocation i and system variable x ∈ use(i), there either exists a sole
writer iswx, or i deterministically uses the initial value for x (i.e., 〈∀idx, x ∈
def (idx) :: i
hb−→ idx〉)
2. no two functions ever compete to consume a message
proof: By induction
For an arbitrary execution E of the same system, I show that E ≡ E0.
Induction hypothesis - if the following conditions hold for prefix(E, l),
then they hold for prefix(E, l+1):
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1. prefix(E, l) is a consistent cut from E0
2. prefix(E, l) contains no invocations or messages that did not exist
in E0
3. every invocation i ∈prefix(E, l) defines the same values to the same
shared variables as in E0
4. every invocation i ∈prefix(E, l) produces the same messages with
the same payloads as in E0
base case: l = 0 - trivially satisifed
step: Invocation l+1 in E consumes messages from A. By the induction
hypothesis, these messages all exist in E0. And since there is no message
competition in E0, i must exist in E0.
For each shared variable x ∈ use(i), consider idx, the invocation that
last defines x before i uses it. I show that idx = iswx. Every other
invocation i′dx in prefix(E, l) that defines x also exists in E0. And in E0
it is known that i′dx
hb−→ iswx ∨ i
hb−→ i′dx. If the first clause holds, then
iswx defines a value after i′dx. And if the second clause holds, then i
′
dx is
not in prefix(E, l).
Thus, all of i’s inputs are the same in E as they are in E0. So it
will define the same values for shared variables and produce the same
messages in E as it does in E0. Therefore, the induction hypothesis
holds for prefix(E, l+1). 
4.4 Sole Writer Properties
The following lemmas will be useful in the design of a testing tool in Chapter 5.
Lemma 4.4.1 Suppose invocation i uses x and there is no sole writer iswx that de-
fines x for i. Further suppose that i does not use x’s initial value (i.e., it is not the
case that i hb−→ idx,∀idx : x ∈ def (idx)). Then there is a either race condition involv-
ing i and an invocation that defines x, or a race condition involving two invocations
that define x. proof: By contradiction.
Presume the lemma is false. Such an invocation i exists that has no
sole writer iswx and does not use x’s initial value. From definition 4.2.1,
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there is no writer idx for which the following expression holds:
idx
hb−→ i ∧ 〈∀i′dx, x ∈ def (i′dx) :: i
hb−→ i′dx ∨ i′dx
hb−→ idx〉
So the opposite must hold for all idx : x ∈ def (idx):
¬(idx
hb−→ i) ∨ 〈∃i′dx, x ∈ def (i′dx) :: ¬(i
hb−→ i′dx) ∧ ¬(i′dx
hb−→ idx)〉
From the definitions for hb−→ and races with (definitions 4.1.9 and 4.1.11),
this expression can be transformed into:
i
hb−→ idx ∨ i races with idx
∨ 〈∃i′dx, x ∈ def (i′dx) :: (idx
hb−→ i′dx ∨ idx races with i′dx)
∧ (i′dx
hb−→ i ∨ i′dx races with i)〉
Since we are presuming the lemma is false for our proof by contradiction,
i does not race with idx, idx does not race with i′dx, and i
′
dx does not race
with i. Substituting false for the three affected sub-expressions, we get:
i
hb−→ idx ∨ 〈∃i′dx, x ∈ def (i′dx) :: idx
hb−→ i′dx ∧ i′dx
hb−→ i〉 (4.2)
Expression 4.2 holds for all idx, x ∈ def (idx). Again from our presump-
tion that the lemma is false, i hb−→ idx does not hold for all idx, because
that would mean that i deterministically uses the initial value for x.
Thus, there exists at least one idx for which:
〈∃i′dx, x ∈ def (i′dx) :: idx
hb−→ i′dx
hb−→ i〉
Consider one such i′dx. Since i
′
dx also defines x, it too must satisfy ex-






hb−→ i′dx ∨ 〈∃i′′dx, x ∈ def (i′′dx) :: i′dx




hb−→ i, we are left with:
〈∃i′′dx, x ∈ def (i′′dx) :: i′dx
hb−→ i′′dx ∧ i′′dx
hb−→ i〉
thus identifying another writer i′′dx, and the cycle repeats. Note that




hb−→ does not contain cycles, if we continue the analysis, we will identify
an infinite hb−→ chain from idx to i. Such an infinite chain cannot exist.
Thus, a contradiction is reached. 
Lemma 4.4.1 states that the lack of a sole writer implies existence of a de-
structive race condition (definition 4.1.13). The following two lemmas complete the
picture by showing that existence of a destructive race condition implies the lack
of a sole writer for some x ∈ X and iux that uses it. These two conditions are
equivalent.
Lemma 4.4.2 Consider an execution E with two invocations idx1 and idx2: both
define x and they race. A third invocation, iux, uses the value of x defined by idx1.
There is no sole writer of x for iux.
proof: (by contradiction )
Suppose there is a sole writer. There are two possibilities: idx1 is the sole
writer, or it is not. If idx1 is the sole writer, then:
idx1
hb−→ iux ∧ 〈∀idx 6= idx1, x ∈ def (idx) :: iux
hb−→ idx ∨ idx
hb−→ idx1〉
Since x ∈ def (idx2), the universally quantified expression must hold for idx2:
iux
hb−→ idx2 ∨ idx2
hb−→ idx1
And since idx2 races with idx1, iux




a contradiction, since idx1 and idx2 race.
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If the sole writer is another invocation, iswx 6= idx1, then:
iswx
hb−→ iux ∧ 〈∀idx 6= iswx, x ∈ def (idx) :: iux
hb−→ idx ∨ idx
hb−→ iswx〉
This time, we apply the universally quantified expression to idx1:
iux
hb−→ idx1 ∨ idx1
hb−→ iswx
The first disjunctive sub-expression here cannot hold, because iux uses the value of
x defined by idx1, so clearly idx1
t−→ iux. And the second sub-expression cannot
hold, because it yields the relationship idx1
hb−→ iswx
hb−→ iux, which means that iswx
redefines x after idx1 and before iux uses it. Again, a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.4.3 Suppose idx and iux race, idx defines x, and iux uses x. There is no
sole writer of x for iux.
proof: From definition 4.2.1, a sole writer iswx of x for iux must satisfy the following
expression:
iswx
hb−→ iux ∧ 〈∀idx 6= iswx, x ∈ def (idx) :: iux
hb−→ idx ∨ idx
hb−→ iswx〉
idx cannot be a sole writer, because idx and iux race, so the first sub-expression
(iswx
hb−→ iux) does not hold for iswx := idx. Suppose there is an invocation i′dx that
is the sole writer. Substituting i′dx for iswx above, the resulting expression implies
that:
i′dx
hb−→ iux ∧ (iux
hb−→ idx ∨ idx
hb−→ i′dx)
Since idx and iux race, iux
hb−→ idx is false, and we are left with:
i′dx
hb−→ iux ∧ idx
hb−→ i′dx




but this expression contradicts the lemma’s premise that idx and iux race. 
In Chapter 5 I use the knowledge provided by lemmas 4.4.1, 4.4.2, and 4.4.3
to design a testing tool that detects destructive race conditions, rather than the




In this chapter, I describe algorithms for detecting whether a system is determin-
istic. As discussed in sections 4.3 and 4.4, sufficient properties are the absence of
destructive race conditions, and the absence of message competition.
5.1 Creating an execution graph
To develop race detection algorithms, I need to construct an execution graph (also
known as a causality graph) for an execution E under analysis. To do so, the system
is instrumented so that a monitor can observe interactions between invocations
during runtime. The monitor assigns unique IDs to messages and invocations as it
observes them.
When a message is produced, the monitor associates that message with its
producing invocation (e.g., by storing it in a data structure indexed by the message’s
ID), and when the message is consumed the monitor associates it with the consuming
invocation. These associations hold the structure of the execution graph. The
invocations are stored in a structure Inv by their IDs, and the messages are stored in
a structure Msgs, by their IDs. The associations between the entities must support
querying for a message’s producer and consumer invocations, and also querying for




The variables in the complexity analysis that follows hold the following definitions:
m number of messages in E
i number of invocations in E
c number of messages consumed by an invocation (avg.)
p number of messages produced by an invocation (avg.)
The sizes of Inv and Msgs are i and m, respectively, and there are O(m)
associations between invocations and messages. Using any efficient data structure,
adding the invocations to Inv takes O(i · log(i)) work and adding messages to Msgs
takes O(m · log(m)) work. Retrieving an invocation or message is O(log(i)) and
O(log(m)), respectively. Since m > i, overall size of the data is O(m), and the total
work of creating the execution graph is O(m · log(m)).
5.2 Walking the graph
When traversing or searching through the execution graph, I will often want to visit
an invocation node i only after all of i’s immediate predecessors have already been
visited (i.e., all messages in consume(i) are produced by already visited invocations).
I call this ordered traversal process walking the graph. To achieve it, I need to mark
each message as produced once its producing invocation is visited, and I need to
maintain throughout the traversal a list of enabled invocations. At any point in the
traversal, the enabled list holds each unvisited invocation i for which m ∈ consume(i)
implies that m is produced.
When an invocation i is visited during a walk, each message mp that i pro-
duces is marked produced. We then retrieve the invocation i′ that consumes mp and
all the other messages consumed by i′ (from the execution graph). If the state for
every message in this consumed set indicates that the message is produced, then add
i′ to the enabled list.
To initialize, start with an empty enabled list and perform this same proce-
dure for all messages in M0.
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5.2.1 Complexity
The variables in the complexity analysis that follows hold the following definitions:
m number of messages in E
i number of invocations in E
c number of messages consumed by an invocation (avg.)
p number of messages produced by an invocation (avg.)
e maximum size of enabled (could be O(i), but is potentially less)
When invocation i is visited, retrieving and updating the status for each
message mp that i produces requires O(log(m)) work. For each mp, retrieving the
invocation i′ that consumes mp and retrieving the other messages consumed by i′
takes O(log(i)) and O(c · log(m)), respectively. Thus, performing these first few
steps for every message produced in E requires O(m(log(m)+ log(i)+ c · log(m))) =
O(mc · log(m)) time for a complete walk.
When the messages consumed by i′ are all produced, we must perform O(log(e))
work to insert i′ into the enabled list. This work is only performed once for each
invocation (when the last message it consumes becomes produced), so the total work
from this step is O(i · log(e)). Adding this expression to the previous one, we ob-
tain the total work required to walk the graph: O(mc · log(m) + i · log(e)). Since
e < i < m, this expression reduces to just the first term: O(mc · log(m)).
5.3 Race Detection
To find destructive races, I will need to identify which invocations in the execution
race with one another (i.e., ¬(i hb−→ i′) ∧ ¬(i′ hb−→ i)), and among those, which
ones interfere with each other by reading and writing the same shared variables.
To answer the second part, I can either observe each invocation as it executes,
recording the set of shared variables for which it consumes and produces values
(i.e., {x : x ∈ use() ∪ def ()}), or I can perform static analysis on the program text
for every function.
The former approach has the advantage of being more exact. Suppose static
analysis predicts that some invocation i of a function f produces a value for the
shared variable x, and i races with another invocation i′ that also produces a value
for x. But then suppose that i does not actually produce a value for x, because the
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control flow of the function skips the instruction in f that does so. In this case,
using static analysis, a race detection algorithm will incorrectly identify the race
between i and i′ as destructive.
If instead the algorithm dynamically determines use() and def () for i, it
will correctly recognize the race as innocuous. But the disadvantage is that the
detection algorithm will be more expensive. As a result, I choose instead to observe
the widely accepted design principle that it is bad design for a function to be correct
only by virtue of the fact that certain paths through its control flow are disabled
when called with a given set of inputs. Accordingly, the algorithm I present here
uses static analysis to determine the shared variables that each invocation produces
and consumes.
5.3.1 Data structures
The first information I need is a mapping from each invocation in E to the function
of which it is an invocation. I can add this relationship to the Inv data structure
from section 5.1. Doing so will add only constant time additional computation for
each invocation while computing Inv.
In addition, I need three new data structures.
Causality
For each invocation i in E, this structure holds i’s causality history
(i.e., {i′ : i′ hb−→ i}). It can be created by walking the execution
graph (section 5.2) and calculating the history of each invocation
iv when it is visited by summing the histories of all its predecessors
(i.e., every invocation that produces a message that iv consumes).
FunctionRaces
Holds pair-wise races between functions. For any two invocations
i1 and i2 that race in E, the pair of associated functions f1 and f2
is added to this data structure. FunctionRaces has size O(f2).
To populate FunctionRaces, query Causality for every pair of in-
vocations. For each pair, if neither invocation is in the other’s
causality history, store the pair of associated functions.
If the goal of detection is to determine the yes/no answer to ”Is
there any destructive race?”, FunctionRaces need only hold these
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pairs of functions. If we also wish to identify every destructive race
in E, each entry must hold a list of the associated racing invocation
pairs.
UseDef
For every variable x ∈ X and function f ∈ F , this data structures
holds the value use, def , or use def , to indicate whether f uses
and/or defines x (i.e., whether it produces or consumes values for
x). If f does not use or define x at all, then UseDef contains no
entry for this combination. Create UseDef by performing static
analysis on each function in F .
5.3.2 Detection Algorithm
Using the data structures above, we can find destructive races by iterating through
the pairs of racing functions in FunctionRaces in an outer loop, and the variables in
X in an inner loop. For each pair of racing functions and each shared variable x,
check to see if one of the functions defines x while the other either uses or defines
x. If so, a destructive race exists. To enumerate all existing races, use the lists of
racing invocation pairs in FunctionRaces.
5.3.3 Race Detection Complexity
The variables in the complexity analysis that follows hold the following definitions:
m number of messages in E
i number of invocations in E
x number of shared variables in the system
f number of functions
c number of messages consumed by an invocation (avg.)
p number of messages produced by an invocation (avg.)
s size of a function’s text
Causality
Constructing Causality requires a walk of the execution graph (shown to be O(mc ·
log(m)) in section 5.2.1), and the work of building up the sets of causality histories.
Combining histories for a single invocation iv requires that we take the union of the
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histories for iv’s c predecessors. Each history can have size O(i), so we are iterating
through O(ci) invocations in the predecessors’ histories, and adding them one by
one to the history for iv. The total work is O(ci · log(i)). Thus, to do this work
for all i invocations in E requires O(ci2log(i)), and the total cost of constructing
Causality is O(mc · log(m) + ci2log(i)).
FunctionRaces
In constructing FunctionRaces, each query to Causality to determine if i hb−→ i′
requires O(log(i)) work. There are i2 pairs of invocations for which this query must
be performed, so the total work is O(i2log(i)).1
Each time the two queried invocations are found to race, an insertion into
FunctionRaces is performed. This insertion can happen O(i2) times, but the struc-
ture only grows to size O(f2) (if keeping invocation pairs in FunctionRaces, they
are only appended to lists for their associated function pairs, not kept as elements
in the top-level, sorted data structure). Total work for the insertions is O(i2log(f)).
The data structure Causality is an interim result used to build Function-
Races. Combining the cost of constructing Causality with the costs to construct
FunctionRaces, the total work in building the FunctionRaces data structure is
O(mc · log(m) + ci2log(i) + i2log(i) + i2log(f)). Since f ≤ i, this expression re-
duces to O(mc · log(m) + ci2log(i)).
UseDef
Construction of UseDef requires static analysis of every system function to determine
its use() and def () sets. If s is the size of a function’s text, this computation
is O(f(s + x · log(fx))), where s is the time to perform the static analysis, and
x · log(fx) is the time to insert entries into UseDef.
Detection Algorithm
There are O(f2x) iterations in the nested loops described in section 5.3.2, and the
UseDef lookup in the inner loop can be performed in O(log(fx)). So the complexity
1actually, results for the same function pair could be cached, such that Causality is only queried
O(f2) times and the cache is queried O(i2) times. The cache only has size O(f2), so the total work
could be reduced to O(f2log(i) + i2log(f)).
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of this work is O(f2x · log(fx)).
Combining the work to build FunctionRaces and UseDef with this work to
detect the destructive races, we get a total runtime cost of O(mc·log(m)+ci2log(i)+
x · log(fx) + f2x · log(fx)). The third term is smaller than the fourth, so this can
be simplified to O(mc · log(m) + ci2log(i) + f2x · log(fx)).
5.4 Message Competition
I described in section 5.3.1 how to create a causality graph for a system execution E.
This graph represents causality between pairs of invocations, pairs of messages, and
pairs with one invocation and one message. To detect message competition we also
must consider the messages’ types. Each function in the system definition declares
a list of inputs that function consumes, and each input specifies a message type to
which that input can be bound.
If some function f declares 2 inputs of types t1 and t2, then there must
exist messages m1 and m2 of the appropriate types, and they must coexist in order
for f to invoke. If m1 and m2 exist in E and they are not causally ordered (i.e.,
¬(m1
hb−→ m2) ∧ ¬(m2
hb−→ m1)), then it is possible that f was enabled with the
binding < m1,m2 > in execution E.
5.4.1 Ordering within message types
The message competition algorithm I present here partitions the system’s messages
by type, and then analyzes causality looking for feasible bindings. First, I will show
that the coexistence of two messages of the same type is a sufficient condition for
message competition. If 2 messages of the same type race and either one of them is
consumed, then the execution contains message competition.
Lemma 5.4.1 In execution E, if 2 messages of the same type race, and at least one
of them is consumed, then E contains message competition.
proof: Suppose two messages, m1 and m′1 are of the same type, they race, and m1
is consumed along with {m2, ...,mk} by an invocation i. For proof by contradiction,
suppose that there is no message competition.
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If m′1 races with all of {m2, ...,mk}, then there is clearly competition, because
< m′1,m2, ...,mk > is a feasible binding for the same function of which i is an





1 is not possible. Since mi is consumed with m1, mi
hb−→ m′1 would imply
that m1
hb−→ m′1, but we know that m′1 and m1 race. If 2 holds (i.e., m′1
hb−→ mi),
then m′1 must be consumed in order to produce a future containing mi. I name the
consuming invocation i′ and the other messages consumed with m′1 as {m′2, ...,m′j},
As before, since we have pre-supposed no message competition exists, there must





Since m′i is consumed with m
′
1, 2.1 implies that m
′
1
hb−→ m1, which is false.
Now consider the combination of 2.2 and 2, above. Since m′i and m
′
1 are consumed
together, case 2 above (m′1
hb−→ mi) implies that m′i
hb−→ mi. Combine this with 2.2
(m1
hb−→ m′i) and the transitivity of
hb−→ implies that m1
hb−→ mi. But m1 and mi
are consumed together by i, so they race: a contradiction. Cases 1, 2.1, and 2.2 are
all impossible. 
Figure 5.4.1: Lemma 5.4.1, case 2
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Note that if a message is never consumed, it does not happen before any other
messages. Combining this fact with the requirement that all consumed messages of
the same type be causally ordered (lemma 5.4.1), it is possible to sort messages of
the same type in a list, with any unconsumed messages at the bottom, arbitrarily
ordered between each other. If the sort fails (i.e., some pair of messages (m1,m2)
exists where ¬(m1
hb−→ m2) ∧ ¬(m2
hb−→ m1) and at least one of them is consumed
in E), then competition is detected (lemma 5.4.1). The list containing messages of
type t is named Mt.
5.4.2 Message Competition Properties
Even if all messages of the same type are causally sorted, message competition can
exist. For example, suppose that two functions foo() and bar() each consume a
single message of type t. The system in which these are included is destined to have
message competition. As soon as a message of this type is produced, two bindings
including this message are enabled. Each contains only this single message, but one
is bound to the function foo() and one to bar(). Any two functions that specify the
same message types for their inputs will interfere with one another in this manner.
As another example, consider two functions, again named foo() and bar().
This time foo() consumes a single message of type t, and bar() consumes two mes-
sages, of types t and t′. An execution in this system will contain competition if it
ever produces two racing messages m and m′ of types t and t′, respectively.
foo() and bar() compete for m, because m might be consumed by foo() in
a binding by itself, or by bar() in a binding that includes both m and m′. This
example, too, is a special case, because the input set for foo() is a subset of the
input set for bar(), which means that the existence of a feasible binding for bar()
implies that there is message competition.
In general, message competition is a possibility between any two functions
with a common input message type. In figure 5.4.2, there is competition for message
m2 between two feasible bindings. The first binding, with m1 and m2 is realized in
the execution, and leads to an invocation i. The second binding, with m2 and m3,
is not realized. Due to the competition, the invocation i′ that would result if this
binding were realized cannot occur. Invocation i consumes m2, so m2 is no longer
available for i′.
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Figure 5.4.2: Competition for message m2
Note that the functions associated with the two feasible bindings in fig-
ure 5.4.2 could be the same one. If so, that would mean that m1 and m3 have the
same type.
5.4.3 Message Competition Detection
In this section, I present an algorithm that detects whether an execution E contains
message competition. When competition is present, the algorithm returns the first
feasible binding that was not realized in E. There must be competition for at
least one message in this returned binding, because otherwise the binding would be
realized.
If the sorting of same-type messages succeeds (section 5.4.1), then the detec-
tion algorithm presented here (in figures 5.4.3 and 5.4.4) tries every function in the
system, searching for a feasible binding that was not realized in E. If one is found,
then message competition is detected. If none are found, then the system is free of
message competition.
The top-level function findCompetition() iterates over the set of functions in
the system definition. For each function, findCompetition() retrieves the sorted list
of messages Mt for each message type t specified in the function’s inputs and stores
them in an array of lists, candidates[ ]: each position in the array holds the list of
messages for one input type. It then passes this array into findCompetingBinding(),
which searches through the lists.
The findCompetingBinding() implementation shown in figure 5.4.4 is sim-
plified by assuming that all messages of the same type are ordered (i.e., there are
no unconsumed messages that race with one another). It looks at pairs of messages,
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bool findCompetition() {
1 Set<Function> functions = allFunctions();
2 for func (functions) { // O(f)
3 List<Msg>[] candidates = new List<Msg>[func.inputs.length];
4 foreach i (candidates.length) { // O(c)
5 candidates[i] = msgsOfType(typeof(func.inputs[i]));
// returns sorted list - O(log(t))
}
6 List<Msg> binding = findCompetingBinding(func, candidates);
}
7 return (binding != null);
}
Figure 5.4.3: findCompetition()
each pair consisting of the first message of two input types (at the tops of the lists
in candidates[ ]). If causality is found on line 7 (mi
hb−→ mj), then the transitivity
of hb−→ implies that mi happens before every message in the list candidates[j] (i.e.,
those of the same type as mj). That implies that no bindings can be found that
contain mi, so mi can be removed from consideration (lines 8 and 10-11).
If the causality check on line 7 does not hold for any pair (mi,mj), then
removals is empty after the outer for loop terminates (line 3). In this case, a
binding has been found containing all the messages at the tops of the lists (line 12).
If the binding b is not one that was realized in E, then message competition has
been detected, and findCompetingBinding() simply returns b.
Checking if the binding was realized in E is straightforward. For the first
message in b, simply lookup the binding and associated function by which this
message was actually consumed in E. Compare that function with func and each
input message to the corresponding one in b. If the function is different, or any
input contains a different message, then b was not realized. If b was realized, then
the messages in b were consumed together, so they all have the same causal future.
Thus, all the messages in b happen before all the other messages in the lists, so they
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List<Msg> findCompetingBinding(Function func, List<Msg>[] candidates) {
// candidates: for a given function with c inputs, this is an
// array of size c, where each element is a list of messages
// of the proper type
1 while (! hasEmptyList(candidates)) {
2 List<int> removals;
3 for int i ( 0 .. candidates.length-1 ) {
4 for int j ( 0 .. candidates.length-1 ) {
5 Msg mi = candidates[i].top();
6 Msg mj = candidates[j].top();





9 if (! removals.empty()) {
// remove messages that cannot be part of a binding




// found a binding
12 Binding b = candidates.popAllTops(); // O(c)









can be removed all at once (line 12).
The loop terminates if an unrealized binding is found (line 14), or when
hasEmptyList(candidates) becomes true. This function call checks if there is any
list in candidates[ ] with no messages left. If the loop terminates without finding
a binding, findCompetingBinding() returns null, and findCompetition() returns
false, indicating there is no message competition.
5.4.4 Dropping the simplifying assumption
If we drop the simplifying assumption that all messages of the same type are ordered,
it looks bad at first. If, in some iteration, a binding is not found, but some list in
candidates[ ] contains unsorted messages at the top, it is hard to safely remove
any messages. If it is not the case that mj
hb−→ m′j for every other message m′j in
candidates[j], then the condition mi
hb−→ mj is not sufficient to know that it is safe
to remove mi.
At the very least, before discarding mi we may have to compare it to every
message in candidates[j]. But in fact that approach will not work either, because
there might be some mi that races with one message in candidates[j] and some
other mk (of a different type) that races with a different message from candidates[j].
Then we have to consider both possible futures (removing mi and mk separately).
Analysis along this path degrades into an algorithm that is exponentially expensive
in the general case.
But the problem can be solved by reversing the lists. Sort messages in
each list in candidates[ ] in reverse order, with the unconsumed, intra-type-racing
messages at the top (in arbitrary order relative to each other). With the lists reverse
sorted, messages on the other side of the hb−→ relationships are removed from the
lists (i.e., if mi
hb−→ mj , remove mj). The only change to findCompetingBinding()
is on line 8, shown here with some context:
7 if (mi != mj && happensBefore(mi,mj)) {
8 removals.add(j);
}
Now, an iteration will always produce either a binding or a set of messages
to safely remove. To see this, note that if mi
hb−→ mj , then mi cannot be one of
the unconsumed messages at the top of a list. These messages do not have causal
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futures, so they can never play the role of mi when happensBefore(mi,mj) returns
true on line 7. And since mi cannot be one of these unconsumed messages, the list
candidates[i] contains only causally ordered messages, sorted in reverse order. So
mi
hb−→ mj does indeed imply that all messages in candidates[i]
hb−→ mj , and it is
therefore safe to discard mj .
5.4.5 Message Competition Detection Complexity
The variables in the complexity analysis that follows have the following definitions:
m number of messages in E
f number of functions in the system definition
c number of messages consumed by a function
v number of messages of a given type
t number of message types (t =
m
v )
I assume that we already have a list of the system’s functions, accessed in
findCompetition() (figure 5.4.3) by the call to allFunctions(), and a data structure
Causality with complete causality information for execution E (see section 5.3.1).
Using the Causality data structure, the query happensBefore(mi,mj) called in
findCompetingBinding() (in figure 5.4.4), can be implemented with a run-time
complexity of O(log(i)).
In detecting message competition, the first computation performed is to sort
each list of same-type messages. Each sort computation can be performed by making
O(v · log(v)) comparisons and swaps, and each comparison is a query to Causality
that takes O(log(i)) time. There are t = m/v lists of messages to sort, so the
sorts can be performed in O(
m
v ·v · log(v)log(i)), which can be simplified to O(m ·
log(v)log(i)). If we store each sorted list by their type in an efficient data structure,
retrieving the list for a given type is O(log(t)).
Once the lists are sorted, the top-level function findCompetition() (fig-
ure 5.4.3) iterates through the system’s functions and retrieves the relevant sorted
lists for all of each function’s inputs. These lookups take O(c · log(t)) in each iter-
ation. After retrieving message lists for a given function, findCompetition() calls
findCompetingBinding().
findCompetingBinding() (figure 5.4.4) has an outer while loop in which the
first action in each iteration is to check if any list of messages is empty by calling
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hasEmptyList(candidates). This function could be made to operate in constant
time by storing the answer in a boolean and updating it to true the first time
removal from a list makes that list empty.
The doubly-nested for loops (figure 5.4.4, lines 3-4) affect c2 iterations in
which the causality relationship between two messages is queried each time. This
query is O(log(i)), so the complexity of the loops is O(c2log(i)). Adding an element
to a list (line 8) is O(1), so this work does not contribute to the complexity of the
loops.
After the loops, the remaining work is less. findCompetingBinding() per-
forms up to c − 1 removals from the lists in lines 10-11, and each is O(1). This
term O(c) is less than the complexity of the loops, so it does not contribute to the
time complexity for findCompetingBinding(). Alternatively, if removals is empty,
findCompetingBinding() performs the work in lines 12-14. On line 12, it removes
exactly c elements from the lists, again each removal requiring constant execution
time.
As I described in section 5.4.3, the call to wasRealized() performs up to
c + 1 simple comparisons: one for the function and c for the messages. Again,
this O(c) computation does not contribute to the overall complexity. Thus, the
complexity of a single iteration of the while loop in findCompetingBinding() is
O(c2log(i)). At least one message will be removed in each iteration of the while
loop that does not detect message competition. Therefore, the loop iterates at most
O(cv) times (the total number of messages in the lists). Thus, the overall complexity
of findCompetingBinding() is at most O(vc3log(i)), if we can only remove a single
message from the lists in each iteration.
The runtime complexity of findCompetingBinding() is greater than that
of the other work findCompetition() performs (gathering the sorted lists in O(c ·
log(t))). Thus, the overall complexity of findCompetition() is O(fvc3log(i)). Added
to the work of sorting the lists of same-type messages, the total work for message




Suppose that the system contains a race condition. Then more than one invocation
can define some system variable x for an invocation i, and the system is nonde-
terministic. While strictly nondeterministic, it is possible for the end result of the
system’s computation to remain deterministic. For example, consider the following
possibilities.
Commutative predecessors It is possible that x holds the same value upon
execution of i even if it may have been defined by more than one writer invocation.
In the case that every writer that potentially defines x for i writes the same value
for x, as long as these writers are deterministic, x will have that same value every
time i uses it. Another possibility is that the racing writers perform commutative
operations, and each such writer idx satisfies idx
hb−→ i. Then, again, i will use the
same value every time.
Close enough This case is similar to the previous one, except that the value i
uses for x might not hold the exact same value across multiple runs. i’s predecessors
might race and produce different values for x, but every possible value that i might
use for x contributes the same to the expression(s) in which it appears. For example,
x might have values 3, 4, or 18, depending upon the outcome of earlier races, but
the only expression in which x appears in i is (x > 1), which evaluates to true for
all these possible values. If all uses of system variable x are similar until such time
as x is assigned a new value, then the system still behaves deterministically.
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6.1 Localized nondeterminism
Another possibility is that a race condition truly causes non-deterministic behavior
in i, but the nondeterminism introduced to the system is localized. For example,
consider two threads of control that perform lazy initialization of some shared entity,
such as an encryption cipher. When created, a cipher often must perform expensive
computation, such as generating a randomized encryption key. It also might need
to parse a config file to determine encryption parameters or initialize internal data
structures. These startup costs make the cipher a good candidate for both lazy
initialization and sharing between threads and across execution time. Initialize it
once and then re-use it multiple times.
A typical lazy initialization implementation might look something like that
in figure 6.1.1, where createCipher() performs the expensive computation(s). If
two invocations that race call getCipher(), each one may or may not write to the
shared variable cipher ∈ X. In fact, they may both call createCipher() and set
cipher. But in the end cipher is initialized to an equivalent Cipher object, and
the calling threads are unaffected by the race condition.
Cipher cipher = null;
Cipher getCipher() {





Figure 6.1.1: Lazy initialization
One approach to identifying localized nondeterminism is to identify com-
mon types of localized nondeterministic behavior, such as well-known commutative
operations, load-balancing producer/consumer schemes, and optimistic look-ahead
computations. In this section, I pursue a more general approach. I postulate that it
is interesting to consider a class of nondeterministic behaviors that are short-lived.
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In other words, once a race condition is identified, convergence to a deterministic
system state is expected to occur within some short distance along the causality
paths.
6.1.1 Subgraphs
A system execution can be represented with a directed, acyclic graph, where the
nodes are invocations and the directed arcs are the messages.
Definition 6.1.1 - execution graph
The execution graph G for a system execution E is a DAG composed of:
nodes the set I of all invocations in E
arcs the set M of messages in E
s0 a source node s0
A message produced by invocation i and consumed by i′ is modeled as a directed
arc from source node i to sink node i′ (see figure 6.1.2). Messages in M0 have node
s0 as their source node. The
hb−→ relation is equivalent to reachability: if i hb−→ i′
then there is a path in G from i leading to i′, and a path from i to i′ implies that
i
hb−→ i′. A path that starts at s0 and terminates at an invocation that produces no
output messages is called a fullpath.
Figure 6.1.2: Invocation i produces m consumed by i′. i happens before i′.
To identify a portion of a system execution in which nondeterminism is con-
tained, I will use a subgraph construct, defined here.
Definition 6.1.2 - subgraph
A set of invocations S in the execution graph G form a subgraph iff:
• they are connected
• ∀i ∈ G, is1, is2 ∈ S :: is1
hb−→ i hb−→ is2 ⇒ i ∈ S.
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Definition 6.1.2 expresses that for S to be a subgraph of G, any invocation
i that is strongly connected to S must be in S. So in the graph in Figure 6.1.3, if
we wish to include i1 and i2 in a subgraph, i3 must also be included. Lemma 6.1.3
follows trivially from the subgraph definition.
Lemma 6.1.3 Given a set of invocations S that contains iS and i′S, and an invo-
cation i 6∈ S for which:
iS
hb−→ i hb−→ i′S
i is included in all subgraphs that contain S.
Figure 6.1.3: S′ is a subgraph. S is not.
The following definitions overload the hb−→ relation and svc to include sub-
graphs. Note that with these additions, the meaning of races with and races de-
structively are extended as well.
Definition 6.1.4 i hb−→ S def= i 6∈ S ∧ 〈∃iS ∈ S :: i
hb−→ iS〉




def= S1∩S2 = ∅ ∧ 〈∃iS1 ∈ S1, iS2 ∈ S2 :: iS1
hb−→ iS2〉
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Due to the properties of a subgraph (definition 6.1.2), hb−→ is still antireflexive
and transitive. However, it is no longer asymmetric, since it is possible for S1
hb−→ S2
and S2
hb−→ S1. In this section, I avoid this relationship by choosing carefully how
to define subgraphs in an execution graph.
To prevent interference between a subgraph and the rest of the system, its
invocations must be isolated, as described in the following definition.
Definition 6.1.7 - isolated subgraph
A subgraph S is an isolated subgraph iff no invocation external to S races destruc-
tively with S.
If a subgraph S is not an isolated subgraph, we can attempt to identify
an isolated subgraph by adding to S invocations that race destructively with S.
As stated in lemma 6.1.8, the invocation that we add must be included in any
isolated subgraph that contains the invocations in S, so an aggressive algorithm
for growing S can be used to find a minimal isolated subgraph. By continually
adding to S invocations that race destructively with S and any invocations for
which S hb−→ i hb−→ S (so that S remains a subgraph), we can hopefully find an
isolated subgraph. If not, the system contains non-localized nondeterminism, and
cannot be analyzed.
Lemma 6.1.8 Given a set T of invocations, and invocation i that races destruc-
tively with any invocation in T , i is included in all isolated subgraphs that contain
T .
6.1.2 Nondeterministic seeds
When an invocation i consumes messages produced by deterministic invocations, but
there is no sole writer for some x ∈ use(i), I call i a seed invocation, reflecting that
it is a seed of nondeterminism. I showed in section 4.4 that missing sole writers are
the direct result of destructive race conditions. As an example, suppose that i races
with another invocation i′ for which x ∈ def (i′). Depending on which invocation
runs first, i might use the x value defined by i′, or the value x holds before i′ changes
it. Informally, a seed invocation is the start of nondeterminism. Its nondeterministic
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behavior can change the behavior of other invocations that either exist concurrently
or follow it.
Now suppose that i not only uses x, but also defines x. And suppose that
i′ also uses x. In this case, i′ is also a nondeterministic seed invocation. In cases
like this, where nondeterministic behavior is seeded by multiple invocations that
interact, I wish to analyze them together. From a single seed invocation, I define a
seed subgraph. For brevity, I refer to the seed subgraph, defined below, simply as
the seed.
Definition 6.1.9 - seed subgraph
Given a seed invocation i, its associated seed subgraph is the minimal isolated sub-
graph containing i.
Note that in the example I gave above, where i and i′ are both seed invo-
cations, since the seed subgraph for i is an isolated subgraph, it must include i′.
Similarly, the seed subgraph for i′ must include i.
In general, not all invocations that exist concurrently with or after the seed
are affected by the nondeterminism it introduces. Ignoring for now the effect of
message competition, the seed subgraph S also cannot directly affect the behavior
of any invocation i that races with S if there is no variable conflict between them
(i.e., ¬svc(i, S)). It can, however, do so indirectly by changing the behavior of some
i′ for which svc(i′, S) ∧ svc(i′, i) (for example).
6.1.3 Boundaries
Given an acyclic directed execution graph G, consider a pair of cuts across the
graph, each a set of messages. They form a boundary if the following all hold for
every fullpath f that crosses either cut:
1. f crosses both cuts
2. f crosses each cut exactly once
3. f crosses the input cut before the output cut
In a fullpath that crosses the boundary’s cuts, the message from the input
cut contained in the path is a boundary input message, min. The message from
the output cut contained in the path is an output message, mout. Any invocation
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i that occurs on the fullpath either before the input cut or after the output cut is
outside the boundary (i.e., i hb−→ min ∨mout
hb−→ i). If, on the other hand, i occurs
between the two cuts (i.e., min
hb−→ i hb−→ mout), i is inside the boundary.
To constrain the effects of nondeterminism introduced by a seed, I want to
identify a boundary that contains the seed and the nondeterministic execution that
follows. If defined and verified properly, the boundary will maintain its external form
across all feasible executions, as long as its inputs remain the same. In this way,
the nondeterministic execution contained within the boundary behaves similarly to
a deterministic function.
The inputs to the bounded nondeterminism include the boundary’s input
messages and the set of variables read by invocations in the boundary. If the non-
deterministic nature of computation in the boundary causes a shared variable to
be read in some executions but not in others, that variable is still an input to the
boundary.
Of course, since the boundary execution is nondeterministic, it might be
defining and subsequently using some of its input variables, and it might define
different values in alternate executions. But in verifying the boundary execution
in isolation, we will verify that these conflicts resolve themselves deterministically.
The key is that such nondeterministic influences cannot be external. For example,
if an external invocation writes to a shared variable that is one of the boundary’s
inputs while the boundary execution is in progress, then even though it is verified
(definition 6.1.10), it might not converge to a deterministic end.
The boundary’s outputs include its consumption and production of messages,
the definitions of shared variables it performs, and the hb−→ relationships it must
maintain between alternate executions. As defined formally in definition 6.1.10, a
boundary is a verified boundary if it has been shown that given the same inputs,
it provides the same outputs, regardless of the outcomes of internal race conditions.
Definition 6.1.10 - verified boundary
For a given set of inputs, the nondeterministic execution within a boundary has been
verified with respect to a reference execution E0 iff it has been shown to produce
the same outputs for all feasible sub-executions (i.e., local executions involving the
boundary’s input and output messages and all invocations and messages inside the
boundary).
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The boundary’s input conditions are defined to be as they are in the reference
execution E0:
• boundary input messages
– all input messages in Bin exist
– input messages in Bin contain the same data and data values
– no additional messages are produced outside the boundary that do not
exist in E0 and that can cause message competition involving messages
from the boundary execution
• shared variables
– when an invocation inside the boundary uses x, it should hold either the
verified input value from E0, defined by the boundary’s sole writer for x,
or a value defined by another invocation inside the boundary
If the inputs described above are as they are in E0, it is guaranteed to produce
deterministic outputs as follows:
1. output messages
the same set, no more, no less, with the same data and values
2. shared variables
the same shared variable use/def sets
3. input message consumption
(a) the execution consumes all min ∈ Bin
(b) the execution does not consume any message outside the boundary that
existed in E0
(c) the execution does not compete for any message outside the boundary that
existed in E0
4. causality
(a) the same hb−→ relationships between input messages and output messages
(b) the same hb−→ relationships between x definitions (i.e., all invocations in
any execution that define x) and the messages in Bin and Bout
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(c) the same hb−→ relationships between x uses and the messages in Bin and
Bout
In the definition above, item 3b has subtle meaning. If a local execution con-
sumes a message that is neither a member of Bin nor a message produced internally
in B, or if there is competition for a message that existed in E0, then the boundary
is not a verified boundary. Note that if a subsequent global execution produces a
message that did not exist in E0, that is a violation of the input pre-conditions, not
an indication that the boundary is not verified.
6.1.4 Futures
Given a reference system execution E0, a seed subgraph S, and a boundary B
that contains S, I need to identify in an alternate execution E the invocations in
the boundary computation. They must converge to a deterministic end for the
boundary to form in E. These are the invocations that causally follow the messages
in Bin, the boundary’s input cut.
Definition 6.1.11 - future, F
For an execution E and a set of messages M , the associated future F contains an
invocation i if and only if 〈∃m ∈ M :: m hb−→ i〉.
Thus, the invocations I wish to identify are those in the input cut’s (Bin)
future in E. Note that there is no guarantee that all of the messages in Bin actually
exist in E. In this case, we will be interested in the future for the subset of Bin that
does exist in E. If none of the messages in Bin exist in E, then the boundary and
associated seed do not exist in E.
Definition 6.1.12 - converging future
For a verified boundary B and system execution E, an associated future F is a
converging future (CF ), iff it converges to Bout, the boundary’s output cut, and
preserves all of B’s outputs as prescribed when B was verified (definition 6.1.10).
If F does not converge, it is a non-converging future (NCF ), and it indicates
that some input to B is different than that for which B is verified.
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In the following definition, when collapsing sets of invocations into single
nodes, arcs between two invocations in the collapsed set are swallowed into the
collapsed node. Arcs that are connected only on one end to an invocation in the
collapsed set are maintained, connected in the resulting graph to the collapsed node
on that end.
Definition 6.1.13 - converging system
Given a system and reference execution E0, suppose every seed in E0 is enclosed in
a boundary that exists in all feasible system executions. For every such boundary B
and every feasible execution E, collapse B into a single node in the execution graphs
for E0 and E. From the original system execution graphs G0 and G, this action
produces graphs G′0 and G
′.
If the following all hold, then the system is a converging system:
• G′ and G′0 are the same graph (i.e., they contain all the same nodes and
connecting arcs)
• each boundary node is verified for its inputs in E0, and produces the verified
outputs in E (definition 6.1.10)
• each invocation that is a node in G′ and G′0 defines the system’s shared vari-
ables the same
A converging system is the goal. In the next section I show that if boundaries
are identified and verified for all seeds, and if all invocations and boundaries contain
sole writers for each of their inputs, then the system is a converging system.
6.1.5 Sufficient Conditions for Convergence
In proving the convergence of systems with verified boundaries, I want to treat the
execution of a boundary-contained computation as a single step in the induction in
theorem 4.3.1. In reality, the invocations in the boundary may be interleaved with
external invocations. But I can transform the execution into an equivalent one in
which the internal invocations are all together.
Consider each pair (i, i′) consisting of an internal invocation i and an external
invocation i′ from E. If the boundary is verified in E0, and if external invocations
and boundaries are deterministic in E, then i and i′ must either be causally ordered,
or they are independent, just as in E0.
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And if they are independent, then reordering the interleaved invocations such
that those internal to the boundary are contiguous produces an equivalent execution
(as in [64]). Thus, I can optimistically treat the boundary execution as an atomic
event in my induction. If the full induction over E produces a causality graph
identical to E0 (which it does, as proven in 4.3.1), then this simplification does not
affect the analysis of any of the inductive step.
And now, the induction proof is identical to that in theorem 4.3.1. When a
boundary executes, it satisfies the induction hypothesis by defining the same shared
variable values and producing the same messages as in E0.
Theorem 6.1.14 If one of the following holds for every invocation i and x ∈ use(i)
in a feasible execution E0:
• i uses x’s initial value (i.e., 〈∀idx, x ∈ def (idx) :: i
hb−→ idx〉), or
• i has a sole writer for x, or
• i is in a verified boundary B
and if for every verified boundary B and x ∈ use(B):
• B uses x’s initial value (i.e., 〈∀idx, x ∈ def (idx) :: Bx
hb−→ idx〉), or
• B has a sole writer for x
and if there is no message competition in E0 or resulting from alternate sub-executions
in a boundary, then the system converges.
proof: By induction
For an arbitrary execution E of the same system, I show that E ≡ E0.
Induction hypothesis - if the following conditions hold for prefix(E, l),
then they hold for prefix(E, l+1):
1. prefix(E, l) is a consistent cut from E0
2. prefix(E, l) contains no invocations or messages that did not exist
in E0
3. every invocation i ∈prefix(E, l) defines the same values to the same
shared variables as in E0
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4. every invocation i ∈prefix(E, l) produces the same messages with
the same payloads as in E0
base case: l = 0 - trivially satisifed
step: Analysis is identical to that in theorem 4.3.1. Both single in-
vocations and verified boundary computations maintain the induction
hypothesis if their inputs are consistent with those in E0, and the induc-





In this section I describe a process using re-execution to explore the state space
within a boundary.
7.1.1 Enabled Bindings
To find the end of localized nondeterminism, we must perform re-execution to ex-
plore the state space it realizes. The simplest approach is to execute all possible
paths starting with the messages in Bin and the invocations in B that consume
those messages. At each step in the re-execution, we need to know what invocations
(and associated functions) are enabled. This is also a requirement of the underlying
runtime system during normal execution.
As controlled execution proceeds, track the set of available messages, and
keep them in a data structure named A. To determine the set of enabled bind-
ings, consider each message m ∈ A. Lookup functions that consume a message of
type typeof(m). For each function f , search messages in A to satisfy the remain-
der of its input specification. I break this algorithm into two pieces. The first is
findEnabledBindings(), shown in figure 7.1.1, which iterates through all the sys-
tem’s functions, calling the recursive subroutine findBindings() on each, seeded
with the empty Binding b. findBindings() is shown in figure 7.1.2. It is respon-
sible for the search through A for messages that match a single function’s input
specification (i.e., its signature).
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1 Set<Msg> A = // available messages
2 bool findEnabledBindings() {
3 Set<Binding> bindings;







1 void findBindings(Function f, Binding b,
Set<Msg> A, Set<Binding> bindings) {
2 if (b.len < f.input_spec.len) {
3 Set<Msg> candidates
= msgsOfType(typeof(f.input_spec[b.len]));
4 for Msg cand (candidates) {








7.1.2 Complexity of findEnabledBindings()
The recursion in findBindings() is O(s) deep, where s is the size of a function’s
input specification. If there are multiple messages of the same type in A, then
there is message competition, so assume there is typically only one. Retrieving it
is O(log(a)), where a is the size of A. At line 5 in figure 7.1.2, creating a copy of
b and A with candidate message c added and removed, respectively, is O(s + a).
But could also be done without creating copies in O(log(s)+ log(a)). So the overall
complexity for findBindings() is O(s(log(a) + log(s) + log(a))). And since a ≥ s,
this expression simplifies to O(s · log(a)).
The findEnabledBindings() routine in figure 7.1.1 calls findBindings()
in a loop O(f) times (f is the number of functions in the system), so its overall
complexity is O(fs · log(a)).
7.1.3 Re-execution
To explore the possible paths of computation, we can use partial order reduction
[100, 40] to prune the state space. In order to do so, I need to define a depen-
dence relation to be used by the partial order reduction algorithms. The following
definition of a dependence relation is from [64].
Definition 7.1.1 Given the set T of transitions (i.e., invocations), the set D ⊆
T × T is a dependence relation iff for all t1, t2 ∈ T , (t1, t2) 6∈ D implies that:
1. if t1 is enabled in state s and s → s′, then t2 is enabled in s iff t2 is enabled
in s′
2. if t1 and t2 are enabled in state s, then there is a state s′ such that s
t1t2⇒ s′
and s t2t1⇒ s′.
The first condition states that the occurrence of t1 cannot enable or disable t2. The
second states that t1 and t2 are commutative.
In my system model, invocation i1 enables another invocation i2 if it pro-
duces a message that i2 consumes. It is also possible for i1 to disable i2 if the two
invocations compete for a common message. D must contain all such invocation
pairs. I conservatively approximate commutativity of invocations by their shared
variable independence. Thus, i1 races destructively with i2 ⇒ (i1, i2) ∈ D. Note
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that when performing re-execution, I have to use static analysis of the functions to
determine whether two of them have a variable conflict, rather than actually ob-
serving their behavior at runtime as I do elsewhere. This is consistent with others’
approaches [40].
Re-execution of a given computation, or trace, terminates when the end of
the local nondeterminism is reached. This is occurs when Bout is reached. To find
the messages that comprise Bout, I assume the existence of an oracle that identifies
each message in Bout. In future versions of this research, an automated detection
algorithm might take the form of heuristics that use message types and analysis of
the hb−→ relationships of messages relative to those in Bin. It also might employ
assistance from a human.
With the messages in Bout identified, I continue controlled execution in each
trace until all the messages in Bout are produced, or until progress requires consump-
tion of one of these messages. In the latter case, a boundary cannot be formed, and
the system is not a converging system.
7.2 Boundary Verification
For a given local execution BE, once Bout is identified and the boundary defined, we
must detect whether BE satisfies the requirements of a verified boundary. Copied
here from the definition of a verified boundary (definition 6.1.10), the following are
the outputs that we must verify for every trace in B:
1. output messages
the same set, no more, no less, with the same data and values
2. shared variables
the same shared variable use/def sets
3. input message consumption
(a) the execution consumes all min ∈ Bin
(b) the execution does not consume any message outside the boundary that
existed in E0
(c) the execution does not compete for any message outside the boundary
that existed in E0
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4. causality
(a) the same hb−→ relationships between input messages and output messages
(b) the same hb−→ relationships between x definitions (i.e., all invocations in
any execution that define x) and the messages in Bin and Bout
(c) the same hb−→ relationships between x uses and the messages in Bin and
Bout
The first two conditions are trivial to verify, and so are conditions 3a and 3b.
In each case, simply observe the sets of messages and shared variables and their data
in E0, and verify them and check them off in each local execution. Detecting whether
the necessary causality relationships are preserved (condition 4) and whether there
is message competition between the local execution and the rest of the reference
global execution E0 (condition 3c) are the subjects of section 7.3.
7.3 Boundary Message Competition Detection
We must detect whether the local boundary execution BE creates message com-
petition. In addition to competition within the boundary, the local execution BE
might cause competition involving messages outside the boundary: those observed
in E0 that are not in B. BE can produce different causality relationships than BE0
or even different messages, and as a result create competition that did not exist in
E0.
7.3.1 Causality
In section 5.4, I solved the problem of detecting message competition for a single
execution E of the whole system. In that section I employ an execution graph and
a Causality data structure. To perform message competition detection for the local
execution BE, I must create these structures for BE. The procedure is the same
for each as it was in sections 5.1 and 5.3.1.
But using the Causality structure created for BE we are only able to detect
hb−→ between invocations and messages internal to the boundary – those in BE. I
will also need to be able to detect a hb−→ relationship, or a lack thereof, between any
given internal message and any external one. As I construct Causality, I will also
keep separately a list of hb−→ relationships between each internal message and the
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messages in Bin and Bout. For every message m ∈ BE, calculate and store the list
B inputs(m) containing {min ∈ Bin : min
hb−→ m} and B outputs(m) containing
{mout ∈ Bout : m
hb−→ mout}.
These lists allow us to query whether some internal message m happens be-
fore an external message me and vice versa. To determine if m
hb−→ me, it is equiv-
alent to check whether 〈∃mout ∈ B outputs(m) : mout
hb−→ me〉. And to determine
whether me
hb−→ m, it is equivalent to determine whether 〈∃min ∈ B inputs(m) :
me
hb−→ min〉. These queries can be answered using the B inputs and B outputs
lists and the Causality structure for E0 that were constructed for race detection and
message competition detection for E0.
7.3.2 Sorting the Mt lists
As with the detection algorithm described in section 5.4, we first want to determine
if all of the messages in BE of the same type are ordered (i.e., all mt ∈ BMt for each
type t). They must be ordered with respect to each other, and also with respect to
the external messages (in Mt) of the same type.
The work to verify that the messages in BMt are ordered relative to the
external messages in Mt is performed in two steps: one performed once, and the
second performed for each feasible local execution of B. The first step is to identify
a message bt, the last message in Mt that occurs before B; and a message at, the first
message in Mt that occurs after B. Message bt satisfies 〈∃min ∈ Bin :: bt
hb−→ min〉,
and for every other message b′t ∈ Mt that also satisfies that expression, b′t
hb−→ bt.1
at is the mirror of bt. It satisfies 〈∃mout ∈ Bout :: mout
hb−→ at〉, and for every other
message a′t ∈ Mt that also satisfies that expression, at
hb−→ a′t.
In general, finding bt can require a search from the beginning of the list of
messages in Mt (which was constructed and sorted during message competition de-
tection for E0 - see section 5.4). The goal of the search is to find the two consecutive
messages mt,m′t ∈ Mt for which mt happens before some min ∈ Bin, and m′t does
not. mt is bt. Note that if BE0 contains a message of type t, then we can find bt
more easily. The pair mt,m′t is made of the first type t message from BE0 and the
message in Mt that immediately precedes it.
1Note: bt might not exist if: (1) there is message competition in E0, or (2) all messages in Mt
happen after B. Similarly, at might not exist.
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Once we know bt, finding at is straightforward. If BE0 contains one or more
messages of type t, then at is simply the first message in Mt that follows these. And
if BE0 does not contain any type t messages, then at immediately follows bt in Mt.
With bt and at identified, the second step is to verify that the messages in Mt
and BMt are ordered. It must be performed for each feasible local execution of B.
For each type t, we first sort the messages in BMt, as we did for E0 in section 5.4,
and then we splice BMt into the larger list Mt (replacing any type t messages from
BE0). The result is a modified list, M ′t , containing the external messages from E0
and the internal messages from BE.
7.3.3 Competition Detection
With these modified M ′t lists, we can run the message detection algorithm from
section 5.4.3. To limit the work, we first remove from the message lists any message
that precedes all the messages internal to B. For example, consider some f ∈ F
that has 4 inputs. Two of them, of types t1 and t2, have candidates from BE (if
none of the input types have candidates from BE, then we do not need to analyze
f). Now suppose that in the list Mt1, the first message from BE is mint1 (mint1 is
the first message in BMt1). And the first message in BMt2 is mint2.
In each of the four lists, we can immediately remove every message mtn for
which mtn
hb−→ mint1 ∧ mtn
hb−→ mint2. In one list, Mtn, we can consider each mtn
in the sorted order of the list, removing it if mtn
hb−→ mint1 ∧mtn
hb−→ mint2. We
stop as soon as we find one that cannot be removed. Similarly, given maxt1 and
maxt2, the last messages in BMt1 and BMt2, we can remove each mtn for which
maxt1
hb−→ mtn ∧ maxt2
hb−→ mtn. To do so, start from the bottoms of the lists
and work up. With what is left in the M ′t lists, we conduct message competition
detection, as we did in section 5.4.3.
7.3.4 Complexity
The variables in the complexity analysis that follows have the following definitions:
m number of messages in E
mB number of messages in BE
i number of invocations in E
iB number of invocations in BE
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p size of the larger of Bin and Bout
f number of functions in the system definition
c number of input messages to a function
v number of messages of a given type in E
vB number of messages of a given type in BE
t number of message types in E (t =
m
v )




The work of constructing Causality is the same as it was for the overall execution
E0 (section 5.3.3), but on a smaller graph. The runtime complexity is O(mBc ·
log(mB)+ ci2Blog(iB)). The lists B inputs and B outputs for each internal message
can be maintained during the same traversal in which we construct Causality. These
relationships are fewer than the complete set in Causality, and they are discovered
similarly, so the extra work does not contribute to runtime complexity.
To query the hb−→ relationship of two internal messages using Causality is
O(log(iB)). To query the relationship of an internal message m and an external one
requires that we query for a relationship between the external message and every
message in B inputs(m) and B outputs(m). Each individual query is in the larger
Causality structure for E0, so it is O(log(i)). And it might have to be performed for
every message in Bin and Bout, so the whole internal-to-external query is O(p·log(i)).
BMt sorts and splicing
Following the same analysis as in section 5.4.5, the task of sorting the BMt lists
has complexity O(mBlog(vB)log(iB)), and splicing them together can be done in
constant time for each list, or O(tB) to splice all of them. Since tB ≤ mB, splicing
is less expensive than sorting.
Finding bt, at
By doing a binary search, we can find bt in an Mt list in O(log(v)) steps. Each step
requires O(p · log(i)) work to query the hb−→ relationships with every message in Bin.
Thus, the total work is O(p · log(v)log(i)).
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Competition Detection
With the sorted, spliced Mt lists, we can run the message detection algorithm from
section 5.4.3. In the worst case, we must perform the same O(fvc3log(i)) compu-
tation for each local execution. But we first try to reduce the lists by discarding
external messages as described in section 7.3.3.
For a given function f with c inputs, suppose there are cB ≤ c inputs for
which messages of the appropriate types exist in BE. Starting at the tops of each of
the Mt lists, we can check for mtn
hb−→ mintx for all mintx messages in O(cBp·log(i)).
Then, traverse the lists from the bottoms and check for maxtx
hb−→ mtn, again in
O(cBp · log(i)).
If this effort is successful in removing a substantial portion of the messages
in the Mt lists, then the total work will be O(cvcBp · log(i)). Suppose that after
removing these messages, the Mt lists contain only n  cv messages. Then the work
of the message competition algorithm is reduced to O(fc2n · log(i)). Unfortunately,





In this dissertation, I have presented two models for distributed and concurrent
systems that lend themselves to testing. The first is designed similar to message-
passing environments such as MPI [44] and PVM [87]. It allows me to achieve
coverage of a testing metric based on reversing pairs of messages in the system that
can race with one another. A simplifying restriction is that processes in a correct
program pass the same messages to the same receiving processes in the same order in
any execution. This restriction allows expression of scatter-gather-style algorithms,
but does not allow programming with an event-driven model. Two algorithms were
presented:
• reversal of as many pairs of racing messages as possible in a single test run
• reversal of all racing message pairs in as few test runs as possible
In contrast with the model in chapter 3, the concurrent system model pre-
sented in chapter 4 is designed to support an event-driven programming style. The
expectancy of determinism is re-assigned to the actual chain of causality expressed
by the program text and the sender-receiver relationships created by message pass-
ing, rather than being fixed on individual processors or processes in the system.
Also improved is the testing method. In this later research, I can prove conclu-
sively that race conditions in the PUT will not cause behavior that I consider truly
nondeterministic. Thus, the outcome for the given set of user-controllable inputs is
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ensured to remain the same in any execution, and conventional testing techniques
can be used to explore the effects of different user input valuations.
8.2 Future Research
The most obvious extension of this research is to build an implementation of the
underlying runtime system and use it to solve some model problems. In doing so,
a heuristic or an interface for receiving human input will be needed to replace the
oracle used in boundary detection (section 7.1.3).
Another possibility is to relax the requirement of invocation atomicity. For
systems that are designed to be deterministic, the atomicity of invocations is likely
an unnecessary burden on the runtime system. In order for the system to be de-
terministic, invocations with variable conflicts cannot race, so there is no danger
of interference. For systems with local nondeterminism it is harder to remove this
requirement. Doing so would require exploring interleavings of multiple invocations’
internal statements.
A more ambitious future goal would be to strategically select values for ex-
ternal inputs to the system (likely controllable, at least during testing) in an effort
to find an execution that is not deterministic or converging. The methodology dis-
cussed in Chapter 4 builds knowledge of both the message-passing patterns and
properties of the system’s functions that might be useful in this effort.
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